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Abstract 
In this thesis, we give a survey on sequence spaces of scalars and 
vectors. The theme of our discussion is three-folded: (1) the a-duals 
of scalar sequence spaces which seems to be first introduced by Kothe 
[7]’ and that of vector sequence spaces which seems to be first 
introduced by Rosier [10]; (2) the topological duals and some 
topological properties of both vector and scalar sequence spaces with 
respect to the corresponding topologies defined on the sequence spaces； 
(3) the duality theorem between a sequence space and its a-dual which 
was first introduced by Y.C.Wong [14]. 
The duality theorem between a normal sequence space of scalars and 
its a-dual is due to Y.C.Wong [14,2.3.7]. In this thesis, we have 
generalized the duality theorem in two aspects： the duality theorem 
(1.2.18) for scalar sequence spaces which need not be normal and the 
duality theorem (2.2.18) for vector sequence spaces by the 
generalization of the concepts of a-dual, normal hull, which were first 
introduced by Rosier [ 10] on the space of absolutely summable vector 
sequences, and normal kernel to vector sequence spaces (2.2.10). The 
concept of normal kernel was first introduced by Y.C.Wong [14] for 
scalar sequence spaces. We have improved the result on associated 
normal topology on sequence spaces due to Y.C.Wong [14]. We also give 
the characterization of topology which is normal. 
In Section 4 of Chapter 1, we give representations of the spaces 
of the diagonal maps between sequence spaces, which was first 
introduced by Crofts [2], basing on a result due to Crofts. 
In Chapter 2, we have generalized some results on the space of 
absolutely summable sequences found in Rosier，s paper [10] to the space 
of weakly summable sequences. 
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Chapter 1 SEQUENCE SPACES 
1.1 Sequence spaces 
Throughout the dissertation, we shall denote by IN the set of all 
positive integers, by K the set of all real numbers IR or complex 
numbers C, by w the set of all sequences of numbers in K and by <f) the 
set of all sequences with finitely many non-zero coordinates. Elements 
of w will be denoted by C = ], ?=[?]，u = [u ] etc. 
n n n 
For any < = ] and 专=[专]in w, p in DC, we define 
n n 
C + € 二 [ O 专] and PC = [pC 
n n “ 
Under these operations, w is a vector space and 0 is a vector subspace 
of 0). 
e will denote the element [1,1,1, •••] and e^ denotes the element [sjn)] 
where 3(n)is the Kronecker delta. The r^^-section of < ， d e n o t e d by 
i 
^(:<r), is defined by 
r 
= 2 C e"". 
n 
n = l 
The sequence { 到 ： r = l , 2 , • • •> is called the sectional sequence 
associated with C Clearly the sectional sequence of any C in w is a 
subset of (p. 
For any ( and ^ € o), we shall denote the following elements of o)： 
(i) [IC I] by ICI； 
n 
1 
(ii) [C ？ ] by C?； 
n n 
c 1 . 、 
(iii) by 4 - , where ^ = 0 if ? = 0. 
L n J n 
Further, we define 悄I by 丨：^丨？ | for n=l,2, • • 
n n 
For any A，B c w, we define AB = { ^ w : C ^ A and ？ € B}. In 
particular, = { O A . 
For convenience, we shall follow the notation used by H. Jarchow [4]： 
ID = { a = [a ] € C()： |a 1：^  1, n=l, 2, • • • >. 
n n 
Now we are in a position to make the following definition: 
Definition 1.1.1: A vector subspace of o) is called a sequence space. 
Definition 1.1.2: Let 入 be a sequence space. The a-dual of 入 ， d e n o t e d 
by 入X, is the subset of w consisting of all t) = [inJ e w satisfying： 
00 
Z l u I < 00 for all C = cc ] € X. 
n n n 
n = l 
Clearly 入^ a sequence space. Furthermore, we have: 
Lemma 1.1.3: Let A and ju be sequence spaces. 
X X 
(a) If A c jLi, then fx c A . 
(b) A c 严 = ( 入 x ) x . 
It is natural to have: 
Definition 1.1.4: (Kothe,[7,30. 1]) Let X be a sequence space. X is said 
X X 
to be perfect if 入 = 入 . 
Lemma 1.1.5: Let A. be a sequence space. A is perfect. 
2 
Example 1.1.6: 
(a) 0) and 4> are sequence spaces. Clearly the usual spaces c。， c’ 
where 1 p < oo, are sequence spaces. The following are examples of 
sequence spaces quoted from [6]: 
k = { C € w： Ci+i 二 C.. for some € IN }. 
1 
5 = { C € 0)： lim K j n = 0 } 
1 
d = { C € 0)： lim iC^r < 00 } 
(b) u)^  = <p and = o). So o) and </> are perfect. 
( 龙 = r and [ f Y =龙1. So and f are perfect. 
A A 
UP)x = t where 1 < p < co and - + - = 1. So ^ is perfect. 
= d and d^ = 5. So 5 and d are perfect. 
A 
(c = (c)x = (k)x = r . So c , c and k are not perfect. 
0 0 
IN 
(c) (Kothe [7, [30.8]) A subset K of R is called a Kothe set if it 
satisfies: 
(Kl) Each element of K is positive; 
(K2) For any a = [a ], = ] € K, there is ^ = ] € K such 
n n n 
that max (a，|3 ) ^ if for each n € [N. 
n n n 
In other words, K is directed under the usual coordinatewise order on 
(K3) For each n € IN, there is a = [a ] € K such that a > 0. In this 
n n 
case, we say that K is complete (see Kothe [7,30.8]). 
Given a Kothe set K, we can define 
3 
(i) for 1 ：^ p < 00, 
00 
入P(K) = {C = [c ] € 0)： Z ( K |(X )P < 00’ for every a € K }; 
n n n 
n=l 
( i i )入 " ( K ) = K = [C ] e 0): sup iC la < 00, for every a € K }; 
n „,, n n 
n € IN 
(iii) A (K) = {C = [C ] € 0)： lim C a = 0’ for every a e K }. 
0 n n n 
Clearly and 入p(K) are sequence spaces. X^iYi), for 1 ^ P ^ «>, 
(resp X (K)) is known as a Kothe sequence space (associated with K) of 
0 
order p (resp order 0). This example is quoted from [1] by Bierstedt, 
Meise and Summers. In [1], the authors also generalized the discussion 
to sequences with the index set I which may not be countable. 
(d) From (b), it is clear that (产广=l^. Moreover, Kothe proved that 
{？ is the only self a-dual sequnce space ([7,30.1(5)]). 
The following proposition is well-known: 
Proposition 1 . 1 . 7 : Let X be a sequence space containing <f). <入，入 > is a 
dual pair under the bilinear functional <.,•> on 入x入 where 
⑴ X 
<《，刀> = 2 ： C for any < e 入 and t) e X . 
n n 
n=l 
Definition 1.1.8: Let 入 be a sequence space containing 
(a) Let A be a (r(X, A^)-bounded subset of A. We define 
CO 
p (7)) = sup{ I 17 1: < e A } and 
A n=l n n 
00 
p, (tj) = sup{ I：JC ! ： C e A > for any t/ € 入父. 
(A) n=l n n 
(b) Let B be a 0*(入〜入)-bounded subset of 入乂. we define 
4 
00 
p (C) = sup{ I 5： c 7) I ： T? € B > and 
B n = l n n 
00 
p (C) = sup{ S 7? 1: T? € B } for any C e X. 
(B) n = l n n 
Remarks: 
(i) p (•), p (.) and p (•), P,、（•）are semi norms on and 入 
A (A) B (B) 
respectively. Wong in [14,2.3.5] made a similar definition for 
p (. ) but using the polar of absorbing subsets S of A to define the 
(B) 
X 
seminorm instead of using the bounded subsets of X . 
(ii) = { T) € p (刀） < 1 } and 
A 
B。= { < e 入 ： ^ 1 }. 
(iii) For each -q € 入父，we have 
p (CO)) ^ p,、（刀） f o r a n y a € D. 
(A) (A) 
For any < € 入， w e have 
p (aC) ^ p (C) for any a e ID such that a^ € 入. 
(B) (B) 
(iv) ([ 14, p95]) p (resp. p ) is a regular seminorm on 入 （ r e s p . on 
(A) (B) 
X), that is, 
p (t)) ^ p,、（专） w h e n e v e r 刀，专 € 丨刀丨 ^  1^1 
(A) (A) 
(resp. p, 、（<) ^ P,D、（专） whenever € 入’ $ I 专I). 
(B) (B) 
5 
1.2 A duality theorem on <入，入 > 
In this section our main concern is to discuss a duality theorem on 
<入’入父> due to Wong in [14] and its applications. We shall also 
introduce topologies on X and repectively and discuss some of their 
properties. 
Definition 1.2.1: Let A be a sequence space and A c X. A is said to be 
normal in 入 ( o r a normal subset of X) if < € A, ? € 入 and ^ 丨。 
imply ^ € A. In particular, A is said to be normal if A is normal in o). 
Let 入 be a sequence space and A c 入 . C l e a r l y if A is normal then A is 
normal in A but the converse is false in general. However, if 入 is a 
normal sequence space, then a subset A of 入 is normal in 入 if and only 
if A is normal. 
The following interesting result in characterizing normal sequence 
space is quoted from [6]: 
Proposition 1.2.2: Let X be a sequence space. Then 入 is normal if and 
only if ^ € X whenever 旧=丨<1 for some < € X. 
Proof: The necessity is obvious. As for the sufficiency, we first note 
that if C = ] e 入 then < = ]’ where C is the complex conjugate 
n n n 
of < ’ also belongs to 入 by assumption. Now, for ? = [ ？ J 经 ⑴ ， 、 ： [ 、 ] 
€ 入 and 1^1 < 丨 仏 we have to prove “ 入 . S u p p o s e , for n=l, 2, • • •, 
2 
P = u + iv where u ,v € IR and i = 一 1 . 
n n n n n 
2 2 , ^ , 2 
Then u + v ：^  丨 C I . 
n n n 
6 
So we can find a real sequence x = [x^] such that 
u^ + x^ = K n = 1,2,••.. 
n n n 
1 一 
Let 7) = [u + ix ]. Then t) € X. So u = [u ] = ^(t) + t}) e X. 
n n n 乙 
Similarly we can prove that v = [ v j € 入 . T h u s 专 = u + iv € 入. 
The following lemma is well-known: 
Lemma 1.2 3: Let A be a sequence space. If A is perfect, then 入 is 
normal and contains 0. In particular, for any sequence space 入，入 is 
normal and contains <p. 
It is easily seen that the intersection and union of a family of normal 
subsets of a sequence space 入 are normal in 入 . T h i s led Wong to make 
the following definition in [14]: 
Definition 1.2.4: Let 入 be a sequence space and A c X. 
(a) The normal hull of A in 入 ， d e n o t e d by h入(A), is the intersection of 
all the normal subsets of A containing A. 
(b) The normal kernel of A in A, denoted by k入(A)， is the union of all 
the normal subsets of 入 contained in A. 
Remarks: 
(i) Clearly h、（A) is the smallest normal subset of 入 containing A and 
A 
k、（A) is the largest normal subset of A contained in A. 
(ii) A can also be viewed as a subset of w and so similarly we can 
define the normal hull of A in w, denoted by h (A), and the normal 
Cc) 
kernel of A in w, denoted by k (A). In general, 
7 
h、（A) c h (A)and k (A) c k、（A) for any A c A. 
A (j> Ct) A 
However if X is normal then 
h、（A) = h (A)and k、（A) = k (A) for any A c X. 
A (j) A W 
In this case, we shall simply call h入(A) the normal hull of A and 
denote it by h(A), and, k、（A) the normal kernel of A and denote it by 
A 
k(A). 
(iii) Let X be a sequence space and A c A. In general 
k、（A) c A c h. (A). 
入 A 
A is normal in X if and only if 
k、（A) = A = h、（A). 
A A 
Lemma 1.2.5: Let A be a sequence space and C 任 入 . W e define 
h(C) = { aC € 0)： a € ID }. 
Then 
(a) h ( K > ) = h(C)； 
U) 
(b) h ( O n 入 is normal in 入 . C o n s e q u e n t l y , h 入 ( { ⑴ = h ( < ) f|入. 
Proof: (a) Clearly h i O is normal and contains C- So h⑴ ( { O ) c 
Let A be a normal subset of o) containing {<}. For any a g D, 
laCi ^ 丨仏 As A is normal and < € A, aC g A. Hence h(C) c A. Since A 
is arbitrary, h i O c h ({C>)-
0) 
(b) Let 专 e 入’刀 € 门入 and ^ 1^1. There is a € D such that 
T) = aC. Define ^ = Clearly ^ g ID and g = / 3 刀 = 賦 . / 3 a € ID implies 
^ € h(C). Thus ？ € h(On入.Therefore h ( 0 门入 ^^ normal in 入.Further’ 
now it is clear that h入({⑴ c 门入.Let A be a normal subset of A 
8 
containing i O - For any ^ e 门入’ clearly 1^1 ^ ICI- So ? e A and 
the result follows. 
h(C) will be called the normal hull of C-
The followi.ng result characterizes normal subsets of a sequence space: 
Proposition 1.2.6: Let X be a sequence space and A c 入 . A is normal in 
X if and only if h(<) Q X c A whenever ^ € A. Consequently, if 入 is 
normal then A is normal in A (or equivalently in w) if and only if h ⑷ 
c A whenever < € A, or equivalent ly, ^ e A implies aC e A for all a € 
D. 
Proof: Necessity. Fix C e A. For any ？ € h(C) fl 入，there is a € D such 
that ^ 二 (xC. Hence s By assumption, ？ € A. 
Sufficiency. Let ？ € X, < € A and Take cx = Then a € D and 
？ = aC. Thus 专 € h(C) fj 入 . B Y assumption, ^ € A. 
Wong in [14] gave the representations for h入(A) and k入(A): 
Proposition 1.2.7: (Wong [14,p88]) Let 入 be a sequence space and A c X. 
h、（A) = { ？ € A: ICI ^ K l for some C e A }. 
A 
k (A) = { ^ € A: 1^1 ^ ICI and ^ € X implies ^ € A }. 
A 
Thus h、（A) and k、（A) are always circled. 
A A 
Remarks: Let 入 be a sequence space and A c X. 
(i) It follows immediately from 1.2.7 that 
(a) h入(A) = [}{ h(C)门入：《e A }. 
In particular, if A is normal then 
h(A) = [j{ h(C)： C € A }; 
9 
(b) k入(A) = { C € A: h(C)门入 c A}. 
In particular, if 入 is normal then 
k(A) = { C € A: h ( 0 c A }. 
(ii) We also have the following relation 
h、（A) = h (A)门入. 
A 0) ‘‘ 
(iii) The following properties of normal kernel are quoted from 
Wong [14]: 
(a) If A c B c 入 then k^(A) c k^(B). 
(b) For any A c A and p € OC, k入(pA) = pk入(A). 
(c) For any A,B c X, 1^入(八门3) = k入(A)门k入(B). 
It is now immediate to have the following characterization of the 
elements of the normal hull of a subset of a sequence space: 
Corollary 1.2.8: Let 入 be a sequence space and A c :入 . F o r any C 它入， 
^ € h (A) if and only if there are a € ID and ？ g A such that ^ = 喊 . 入 
Proposition 1.2.9: Let A c w. If A is normal (in w) then its convex 
h u l l C O A a n d c o n s e q u e n t l y i t s a b s o l u t e l y c o n v e x h u l l TA a r e n o r m a l i n 
0). 
Proof： Let ^ € co A. There are u’v € A and p € [0,1] such that 
^ = pu + (l-p)v. 
For any a € D, aC = p(au) + (1-p)(av). As A is normal, au,av € A. Hence 
a^ € CO A. Therefore h(<) c co A and the result follows by 1.2.2. 
We should note that the convex hull and absolutely convex hull of a 
normal subset of a sequence space need not be normal in X. However, we 
10 
do have the following: 
Corollary 1.2.10: Let X be a normal sequence space and A c X. If A is 
normal (in X) then co A and FA are normal subsets of 入. 
Remark: 
In case K = R and 入 is normal, 1.2.10 is Just the well-known result for 
Riesz spaces (see Wong & Ng [16,10. 5(a)]). 
The following definition is due to Rosier ([10]): 
Definition 1.2.11: Let X be a sequence space containing 0. A family d, 
consisting of (r(A^, X)-bounded subsets of A^, is called a normal 
topologizing system for 入 if has the following properties: 
(a) d covers X ； 
(b) For any A, B belong to d’ there is C € such that A U B c C; 
(c) For any p € DC and A € d, pA € d. 
(d) For each A € d, h(A) € d. 
The following way of defining a topology is well-known (called the 
6-topology): 
Proposition 1.2.12: (Rosier [10]) Let A be a sequence space containing 
(j) and d be a topologizing system for 入 . T h e n the following family of 
subsets of X 
d° = { a"" : A € d and A is normal > 
is a neighbourhood basis at 0 for a unique locally convex topology on 
入 ， d e n o t e d by I. Furthermore, X can be generated by the following 
family of seminorms 
{ p ： A € d and A is normal }. 
11 
Analogously we have: 
Definition 1.2.13: (Rosier [10]) Let A be a sequence space containing 
(f>. A family S, consisting of (r(A, A^)-bounded subsets of A, is called a 
normal topologizing system for if 35 has the following properties: 
(a) S covers 入； 
(b) For any A,B belong to 35, there is C € S such that A U B c C; 
(c) For any p € K and A € S, pA € 35. 
(d) For each A € 35, h (A) e 35. 
0) 
Proposition 1.2.14： Let 入 be a sequence space containing (f> and 35 be a 
topologizing system for Then the following family of subsets of 入 
35° = { B € and B is normal in w } 
is a neighbourhood basis at 0 for a unique locally convex topology on 
入X, denoted by U. Furthermore, U can be generated by the following 
family of seminorms 
{ p ： B € S and B is normal in w }. 
(B) 
It is clear that S (resp U) admits a neighbourhood base at 0 consisting 
of normal subsets of 入（ r e s p X^). The following result is trivial: 
Lemma 1.2.15: (Kothe [7,30.5(6)]) Let X be a sequence space containing 
(a) If a subset M of X is S-bounded then its normal hull in X is also 
X-bounded. 
(b) If a subset N of 入父 is U-bounded then its normal hull is also U-
bounded. 
12 
The following proposition is an amendment of [12,2.1.1(7)]： 
Proposition 1.2.16: Let A be a sequence space containing (f>. 
(a) If M is a subset of X and is normal in w, then its 2-closure M is a 
normal subset of X. In particular, if A is normal then the ！ - c l o s u r e of 
a normal subset of \ is normal. 
(b) If N is a normal subset of then its U-closure N is a normal 
subset of X . 
Proof: 
(a) Let C e M. Suppose the net { v」 = [ v ^”] € M: J € J } in M, where 
J is a directed index set, is X-convergent to C Given a € ID such that 
aC € 入 ， s i n c e M is normal in w, the net { av」： J € J > is in M. For 
any A e d, 
p(A)(avj - ocO = P ⑷ - O ) $ P ⑷ ( • 」 " O . 
So { av」： J € J } is Y—convergent to a^. Thus < € M and 门入 c M. 
Therefore M is normal in A. 
(b) The proof is similar to (a). 
Remarks: 
(i) In the second assertion of 1.2.16(a), it is essential that 入 is 
normal. Reader should compare this assertion with Proposition (7) on 
pl77 of [12]. 
(ii) In case K = IR and 入 is normal, 1.2.16 is Just the well-known 
result in topological Riesz spaces (see Wong & Ng [16,11.3(a)]). 
Lemma 1.2.17: (Kothe [7,30.2(3)]) Let 入 be a sequence space containing 
(f) and T) € 入X Then h(7)) is a normal, absolutely convex and <r(入，入）一 
compact subset of X . 
13 
00 
Proof: (Valdivia, [12,pl78]) Clearly h(7)) is normal in X and circled. 
Let u, V € hit)) and p g [0, 1]. 
Ipu + (l-p)v I ^ plu I + (1-p)|v I 
• n n n n 
^ p|< |+(l-p)lC I = IC I for n=l’2’ … 
n n n 
Hence pu + (l-p)v € h(T)) and thus hit]) is convex. Now let 
{ v^ = [v(j)]: J € J } (2.1) 
n 
be a net in hit)). Then for each n=l,2, • • • 
|v。）I ^  |t) I for all J € J. 
n n 
So a subnet of (2.1) can be extracted, which we shall also denote by 
(2.1)，such that lim { v?): J € J } = v^ € K for n=l,2, • • • 
We set V = [V ]. Clearly v € h(刀）.It suffices to show that (2.1) is 
n 
weakly convergent to v. For any < e 入 and e > 0, there is q € [N such 
00 
that Z V I < 
n=q + 1 n n 4 
By definition of v, there is an index i e J such that for n=l,2，...’q 
K (v(”-v )| < -4- for all J ^ i, J € J. 
n n n ^ q 
It follows that for all J ^ i, J € J 
00 q 00 00 
I z c (v(j)-v ) I ^ Z ic (v(j)-v ) I + Z K V。）I + S I C V I 
n = l ^ n n n ‘ n = l •、n n n n二q + 1 ^ n n n=q + l n n 
CO 
< 1 + 2 Z l ^ V I < I + I = e. 
2 n=q + l n n 乙 c, 
Definition 1.2.18: (Kothe,[7,30. 2(1)&(3)]) Let A be a sequence space 
containing 0. The family 
3t = { h(T)): 7) e 入X 
is a normal topologizing system for 入 . H e n c e 31 induces a locally convex 
topology on A called the Kothe topology (or normal topology) and 
14 
denoted by cr which is consistent with <A, 
K. 
Remarks: 
(i) The notation used here for the Kothe topology is due to Wong in 
[14,pp91-92]. 
(ii) In case DC = R, o- is Just the Dieudonne topology 0*5(入’入）in 
K. 
topological Riesz spaces. 
An element C = tC ] of w is said to be positive and denoted by < 0 if 
n 
^ > 0 for n=l,2，••• 
n 
X • 
Let 入 be a sequence space and u = [ u j € 入 . F o r any < e A, we define 
00 
p ( C ) = 2 J C U I. 
^ u n = l n n 
It is clear that p ⑷ = p …、、（ C ) for all i： e X. 
u (h(u)) 
Lemma 1.2.19: (Kothe,[7,30.2(1)]) Let X be a sequence space containing 
0. (r (入，入X) can be generated by the following family of semi norms 
K 
{ p ： u ^ 0 and u € 入 }. 
u 
Analogously, we have: 
Definition 1.2.20: Let A be a normal sequence space containing <f). The 
family 
m = { h(C): < e 入 } 
satisfies the conditions laid down in 1.2.14. Hence 3It induces a locally 
convex topology on 入父 called the Kothe topology (or normal topology) on 
入X and denoted by c (入父，入） which is consistent with <入，入 >. 
K, 
Furthermore, c (A^,A) is generated by the following family of 
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seminorms 
{ p : V 之 0, V € X } . 
V 
The following are immediate consequences of 1.2.15 and 1.2.16: 
Corollary 1.2.21: (Kothe [7,30.5(6)]) Let ；V be a sequence space 
containing 
(a) If A is (T (A, A^)-bounded subset of 入 then the normal hull h入(A) of 
K. 
A in A is <r (入,入父)一bounded in A. In particular, if 入 is normal then the 
K. 
normal hull of <r (入’入父）一bounded subset of X is cr U ,入 ) - b o u n d e d . 
K R 
(b) If A is normal and B is a c ( , X)-bounded subset of 入父 then the 
normal hull h(B) of B is normal in 入乂. 
Corollary 1.2.22: Let A be a sequence space containing (p. 
(a) If A c X and A is normal in o) then the cr (入,入父）一closure of A is 
JV 
normal in 入 . I n particular, if 入 is normal then the 0^ 〖(入父，入)一closure of 
normal subset of 入 is normal. 
(b) If A is normal and B is a normal subset of 入 then the 
0- (X^, A)-closure of B is normal. 
Proposition 1.2.23: (Valdivia [12,pl80]) Let A be a normal sequence 
space containing <f>. Then (入父’ ( 入 父 ’ 入 ） ） c o m p l e t e . 
Iv 
Proof: Let { v」 = [ v " ) ] : J g J } be a o-^  ( , X)-Cauchy net in 入 父 . T h e n 
n K 
it is also a (/>)-Cauchy net. Hence { v二 : J e J } is a Cauchy net 
in OC for each n=l,2, • • . . Let v = [v ] where 
n 
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V = lim { v(”： J € J } n = l , 2 ,… . 
n n 
Given u 之 0, u € X and e > 0, there is an i € J such that 
p ( v」 - v k ) < e J,k € J and J,k ^ i. 
So for any positive integer r, we have 
二 • / (J) (k)、 I / p 
Z |u (v - V ) I < e. 
n = l n n n 
r 
Hence S j u (v。）- v )| s e. 
n = l n n n 
00 
Thus z |u (V。）- V ) I ^ e. 
n = l n n n 
• * j X 
As u is arbitrary, v」~ v e 入父 which implies v = v」- （ v - v) € 入 . I t 
also follows that { v^: J € J } is c ( , X)-convergent to v. 
Jv 
Proposition 1.2.24: (Kothe,[7,30.5(6)]) Let X be a sequence space 
containing 
(a) If A is a cr(X, A^)-bounded subset of X then its normal hull h入(A) in 
入 is cr(入,入X)一bounded. In particular, if 入 is normal, then the normal 
hull of (tU,入X)一bounded subset is (r(入,入父)一bounded. 
X X 
(b) If A is normal then the normal hull of (r(入，入）-bounded subset of 入 
is also (T(入X，入)-bounded. 
Proof: (a) Since cr is consistent with 〈入 ,入乂 >’ A is also 
-bounded. By 1.2.21, h入(A) is X)-bounded and the result 
follows. 
(b) Proof is similar to (a). 
We shall begin to discuss a duality theorem on <入,入x> due to Wong in 
[14] but now in a more general setting. Recall that if a sequence space 
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X is normal then the normal hull (resp normal kernel) of a subset A of 
X is equal to its normal hull (resp normal kernel) in w. We shall 
simply call them the normal hull (resp normal kernel) without 
mentioning in which set the normal hull is taken and denote it by h(A) 
(resp k(A)). However, in general h入(A) c h^(A) (resp k⑴(A) c k入(A)) and 
h (A) may not be a subset of X. 
U) 
Proposition 1.2.25: Let 入 be a sequence space containing 0. 
(a) (Wong [14,2.3.4]) For any v e the polar, taken in 入 ， o f the 
normal hull h(T7) of v is given by 
00 
((h(刀））o = { C € X: S la C V I ^ 1 for all a € ID }. 
n = 1 n n n 
(b) For any C e 入 such that h(C) c 入’ the polar, taken in 入 ， o f the 
normal hull h ( 0 of < is given by 
CO 
((h(C))° = { 7) € S la C -n I ^ 1 for all a € D }. 
) n = l n n n 
Proof: 
The proof of (a) is similar to that of (b). So we only prove (b). 
00 
Let e € { G S la C ^ I ^ 1 for al 1 a € ID }. For any a € D, 
、 n = l n n n 
00 
l<(xC,?>l ^ 2 la ^ 1 ^ 1. 
n = 1 n n n 
So ? € Conversely, let 专 € (h(C))°. For any a € D, define (3 = 
I a認雪丨 € ID. I3C G h ( 0 and thus 
00 
1 ^ = 5： la < 专 I-
n = 1 n n n 
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As a corollary of 1.2.25, we have: 
Proposition 1.2.26: Let 入 be a sequence space containing 0. 
(a) (Wong [14,2.3.4]) For any tj € A^, (h(7)))。 is normal in 入. 
X • 
Consequently, the polar of a normal subset B of X is normal in X. 
(b) For any < € 入 such that h(a) c 入 ， （ h ( 0 ) ° is normal (in A^). 
Consequently, for any A c X such that A is normal in o), the polar of A 
is normal. In particular, if A is normal then the polar of a normal 
subset of A is normal. 
O 
Proof: We only prove part (b) as that of (a) is similar. That ( h⑷） 
is normal can easily be seen from the equality in 1.2.25(b). As A is 
normal in w, A = \j{ h(C): C ^ A } c A. 
A。 = ( [j{ h(C)： C € A } )。 = []{ (h(C))°： C € A }. 
So the result follows immediately. 
Lemma 1.2.27: Let A be a sequence space and A c X. h⑴(A) c 入 if and 
only if h (A) = h (A). Consequently if A is a normal subset of X, then 入 Ct) 
A is normal in o> if and only if h (A) c X. 
U) 
Proof： Necessity. Clearly h入(A) c h⑴(A). Let ? e h。(A) c 入 . T h e r e are a 
€ D and C € A such that ？ = a^. By 1.2.8, ？ € h入（A). Sufficiency. 
Obvious. 
The following result for normal sequence spaces is due to Wong 
( [ 1 4 ’ ( 2 . 3 . 7 ) ] ) : 
Theorem 1.2.28: Let 入 be a sequence space containing <t>. 
(a) Let B c 入X such that k. (B°) is normal in u. Then 
A 
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( h ( B )广 = 
In particular, if 入 is normal then 
(h(B))° = k(B°) for any B c 入父. 
(b) Let A c X such that h (A) c A. Then 
0) 
(h、（A))° 二 k(A'). 
In particular, if 入 is normal then 
(h(A))° = k(A°). for any A c X. 
Proof: 
(a) For any B c A^, B e h(B) implies (h(B))° c Together with 
1.2.26(a), we have (h(B))^ c k入(B°). Conversely, let ？ € k入(B°). By 
1.2.27 and the assumption, h(专）c k入（B。） c Fix t? € B. For any a € 
ff), define e ID.賊 e h(?) c b\ SO 
CO 
1 ^ I〈耽，1Q>I = j A o c ^ v l ^ 
n = l n n n 
By 1.2.25(a),专 € (h(T)))°. As t) is arbitrary, 
e € n < (h(T}))。： 7) € B } = ( h(7)): 7) € B })。= (h(B)广. 
(b) A c h、（A) implies (h、（A))。 c A。. Together with 1.2.26(b) we have 
入 A 
(h、（A))。 c k(A。）. 
A 
Conversely, let t) e k(A°). By 1.2.4(b), h(7)) c a\ Fix ^ € A. By 
assumption, h(专）c h⑴（A) c 入 . F o r any a € D, define /3 少：！丨 € ID. 
(Sv € h(7)) c k。. Hence 
00 
1 ^ I 〈 专 ， = 2 1 CL^ T) I . 
n = l n n n 
By 1.2.25(b), v € As ？ is arbitrary, 
V € .门{ (hK))。： ^ € A } = ( U < h(C)： < € A }广 = ( h⑴ ( A ) )° 
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=(h入(A))。. 
The following is a generalization of a result due to Wong [14,2.3.8]: 
Proposition 1.2.29: Let X be a sequence space containing (f). 
(a) Let B c 
(i) f(h入(B。）） c (k(B))。. 
(ii) If B is cr(入X,入)-closed, absolutely convex and h⑴(B°) c A, 
then (k(B))° 二 nh^(B°)). 
(b) Let A c X. 
(i) If k、（A) is normal in o) then 
入 
f(h(A°)) c 
(ii) If A is 0*(入’入\)一closed, absolutely convex and k入(A) is normal 
in 0) then 
(k、（A))° = f(h(A°)). 
A 
Proof: 
(a) (i) k(B) c B implies B° c (k : ( B )广 . T o g e t h e r with 1 . 2 . 2 6 ( a ) , 
h (B°) c (k(B))。. Hence f(h、（B°)) c (k(B)广. 
入 A 
(ii) By 1.2.28(b) and bipolar theorem, 
f(h、（B。）） = (h、（B。））。。 = (k(B。。））。 = (k(B))。. 
A A 
(b) (i) k入(A) c A implies A。c (k^(A))°. Together with 1.2.26(b), 
h(A。）c (k^(A))°. Hence, f(h(A。））c (k^U))。. 
(ii) We first note that = k^CA^"") = k^(A). By 1.2.28(a) and 
bipolar theorem, 
f(h(A°)) = (h(A。））。° = ( k 入 广 = ( k 入 ( A ) ) 。 . 
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The following result in (Wong [14,2.3.8]) is immediate: 
Corollary 1.2.30: Let 入 be a normal sequence space containing </>. 
(a) For any 0*(入父’入)一closed absolutely convex subset B of X , 
(k(B))。 : f(h(B。））. 
(b) For any (r(X, X^)-closed absolutely convex subset A of 入， 
(k(A))° = f(h(A°)). 
Corollary 1.2.31: Let X be a sequence space containing </>. 
(a) Let B c 
(i) If k, (B°) is normal in u) then 
A 
f(h(B)) = f(h(B。°)). 
(ii) If B is cr(入X’ 入 ) - c l o s e d , absolutely convex and c 入 then 
f(k(B)) = k(B). 
Consequently, k(B) is X)-closed and absolutely convex. 
(b) Let A c 入 . 
(i) If h (A。。） c 入 then 
to 
f(h、（A)) = f(h、（A°°)). 
A A 
(ii) If A is (tU，入X)-closed，absolutely convex and h入(A) is normal 
in u then 
f(k^(A)) = k^(A). 
Consequently, k、（A) is o*(入,入父）一closed and absolutely convex. 
入 
Proof: 
(a) (i) f(h(B)) = (h(B))。° 二 (k入(B。））。 : f ( h ( B。。）） 
(ii) f(k(B)) = (k(B))。° = ( r(h^(B)))° = = k(B。°) = k(B). 
(b) The proof is similar to (a). 
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Remark: 
The result due to Wong ([14,p99]) that if 入 is a normal sequence space 
containing <f> and A (resp. B) is <r(X, A^)-closed (resp. <r(X^, A)-closed), 
absolutely convex subset of 入 ( r e s p . of X^) then so is k(A) (resp. 
k(B)) follows immediately from 1.2.31 (a)(ii) and (b)(ii). 
It can also be obtained from the following: 
Corollary 1.2.32: Let X be a sequence space containing 0. 
(a) Let B be a (r(A^X)-closed absolutely convex subset of X . 
(i) If h (b"") c 入 then 
0) 
(h、（B。））o = k ( B ) . 
A 
(ii) If k. (B°) is normal in w then 
A 
(k、（B°)广 二 f(h(B))。 
A 
(b) Let A be a <r(入,入父）一closed absolutely convex subset of X. 
(i) If k、（A) is normal in u) then 
A 
(h(A°))。 = k^(A). 
(ii) If h (A。"^ ) c:入 then 
Ct) 
(k(A。））° = F(h入(A)). 
Proof: 
(a) (i) By 1.2.28(b). 
(ii) By 1.2.29(b)(ii) and 1.2.31(a)(i). 
(b) (i) By 1.2.28(a). 
(ii) By 1.2.29(a)(ii) and 1.2.31(b)(i). 
Corollary 1.2.33: Let 入 be a sequence space containing 
(a) Let U be a (7(入\’ 入 ) 一 c l o s e d absolutely convex subset of 入 such that 
h (U。） c 入 . T h e n U is absorbing if and only if k(U) is absorbing. 
0) 
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(b) Let X be normal and V is a cr(A,A^)-closed absolutely convex subset 
of 入 . T h e n V is absorbing if and only if k(V) is absorbing. 
Proof: 
(a) Sufficiency. Trivial. 
Necessity. As U = and U is absorbing, is cr(入,入父)一bounded. By 
1.2.24(a), is (r( A, X^)-bounded. By 1.2.28(b), 
A 
(h、（U。））。 = k(U°。） = k ( U ) . 
Hence k(U) is absorbing. 
(b) The prove is similar to (a). 
Wong proved part (b) of the above result for perfect sequence space in 
[14,(2.3.10)]. 
For a normal sequence space, it is natural to consider the following 
kind of topology： 
Definition 1.2.34: (Wong [14,p91]) Let 入 be a normal sequence space 
containing <f>. A locally convex topology is called a normal topology if 
it admits a neighbourhood basis at 0 consisting of normal subsets of 入. 
Clearly if 入 is a normal sequence space containing </>, then the 
topologies defined in 1.2.12 and 1.2.14 are examples of normal 
topologies on 入 and 入父 respectively. In particular, A ) and 
<r (入乂，入）are normal topologies. 
K. 
An application of the duality theorem 1.2.28 is the construction of 
normal topology from a given locally convex topology on a normal 
sequence space. The following theorem is due to Wong [14,(2.3.11)] on 
perfect sequence spaces but now generalized to normal sequence spaces： 
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Theorem 1.2.35: Let A be a normal sequence space containing <t> and X be 
X • 
a locally convex topology on 入 consistent with <X,X >. There is a 
normal topology, denoted by 1 , on X satisfying: 
(a) is the smallest normal topology which is finer than 3：; 
K. 
(b) I is consistent with < 入 ， 入 乂 > . 
K 
Proof: Let SB be a neighbourhood basis at 0 for I consisting of 
(r(A,X^)-closed absolutely convex sets in A. Consider the family 
二 { f(h(W°)): W € © } 
where the bar denotes the cr(入’入）-closure. 
For any 刀 e 入 U = { < € A: | < G n > | s 1 } is a 0—neighbourhood for 
(T(入，入\). There is W € © such that W c U. Clearly t) € So hii)) c 
h(W。）c f(h(W。））. Thus f(h(©。））covers For any A,B € ©’ there is W 
€ © such that W c Af]B. So hU。）(J h(B。）= h(A。UB。）c h(W。）. Thus 
f(h(A。））U f(h(B。））c r(MA°) U h(B。））c f(h(W。））. 
It is trivial that for any W € © and p € OC, r(h(pW。）） 二 pf(h(W°)). 
Therefore f(h(3B'')) satisfies all the conditions in 1.2.12. Hence it 
O O 
induces a locally convex topology, denoted by on 入 . A s (r(h(W ))) 
= k ( W ) for each W € the family 
k ( ® ) = { k(W)： W e © } 
is a neighbourhood basis at 0 for Clearly is normal. For each W 
€ © ， i s -compact. Hence f(h(W°)) is X)-compact by 1.3.9. 
Therefore I is consistent with 入 父 > . L a s t l y , let S be a normal 
K 
topology on A finer than X. Suppose V is a I^-neighbourhood of 0. There 
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is a W € S such that k(W) c V. On the other hand there is a normal 
•-neighbourhood U of £ such that U c W. So U c k(W) c V. 
1.2.35 suggests the following definition due to Wong ([14,pl03]): 
Definition 1.2.36: Let X be a normal sequence space containing <f> and I 
a locally convex topology on A consistent with >. The topology 
constructed in 1.2.35 is called the topology associated with 
From the proof of 1.2.35, we can also conclude that: 
X • 
Corollary 1.2.37: Let X be a sequence space containing <t>. 0*�(入’入）is 
the topology on 入 associated with 0*(入,入\). Consequently, © ^� (入父，入） i s 
the smallest normal topology consistent with <入，入 >. 
Corollary 1.2.38: Let 入 be a normal sequence space containing (f> and I 
X • 
be a locally convex topology on 入 consistent with <入，入 > . S u p p o s e © is 
a neighbourhood basis at 0 for 2 consisting of crU,入）-closed 
absolutely convex sets in ；V. Then the family of seminorms 
{ p 。 ： W € 邸 } 
( w、 
generates I . 
Proof: 
As (r(h(W°)))° = (h(W°)广 for each W e © , I can also be generated by 
Jv 
the family { h(W。）： W € 2S }. 
Hence is generated by 
{ p ： W € © }. 
(h(w。）） 
However it can easily be shown that p 。 = P o on 入. 
(h(W°)) h(W ) 
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Corollary 1.2.39: Let X be a normal sequence space containing <f>. 
Suppose 2： and are locally convex topologies on A consistent with 
(a) If 2： is coarser than I' then is coarser than X \ 
(b) I = X if and only if I is normal. Consequently, every normal 
K. 
topology admits a neighbourhood basis at 0 consisting of <r(;v’ 入 ） - c l o s e d 
absolutely convex normal subsets of X. 
(c) T U ,入 X) is the finest normal topology consistent with <入,入 > where 
T ( X , A ^ ) is the Mackey topology. 
(d) If 2 is metrizable then X is metrizable. 
Iv 
(e) For any C ^ X, the sectional sequence associated with C is 
I -convergent to C. 
K. 
Proof： 
(a) - (d) are immediate consequences of 1.2.35. (e) follows from the 
fact that the sectional sequence associated with C is 
tU,入X)—convergent to C (see [7,30.5(10)]). 
Finally we have the following characterization of normal topology： 
Theorem 1.2.40: Let 入 be a normal sequence space and I a locally convex 
topology on 入 . T h e following statements are equivalent: 
(a) I is normal； 
(b) If { J € J } and { J € J } are nets in \ with IC^I ^ K ^ l 
for each j g J and if ^ is I-convergent to 0, then ^ is X-convergent 
to 0; 
(c) For each I-neighbourhood W of 0’ there is a I-neighbourhood U of 0 
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such that h(U) c W. 
Proof: "(a) => (b)": Let U(X) be a neighbourhood base at 0 for ：^  
consisting of normal subsets of 入 . L e t U € U(X). There is i € J such 
that € U for any J € J, J ^ i. As ^ K ' I and U is normal, € 
U for all J € J, J ^ i. So is I-convergent to 0. "(b) => (c)._: 
Suppose not. Let U be the family of all X-neighbourhoods of 0. There is 
W € U such that h(U) is not a subset of W for each U € U. So for each U 
€ 11，there is € h(U) but € W. In turns, there is c" ^ U such that 
I 专 < for each U € U. If U is ordered by U ^ V if and only if V c 
U, then U is a directed family and { c"： U € 11 } is a net in 入 
I-convergent to 0 but { ^ U g U } is not. "(c) => (a)" is trivial. 
Proposition 1.2.41: Let X be a normal sequence space and I is a locally 
convex topology on X. If X is normal then the normal hull of a bounded 
set is bounded. The converse is true if X is metrizable. 
Proof: The proof of the first assertion is similar to that of 1.2.15. 
As for the converse, let { V : n = 1,2,•••} be a neighbourhood base at 
n 
0 for 2 such that V + V c V for each n = 1,2, • • •. Suppose 2 is 
n+l n+1 n 
not normal. By 1.2.40, there is 0-neighbourhood W such that h(V^) is 
not contained in W for each n = 1,2, • • • . Fix n e IN. There are C ^ 
h ( I V ) but 专n 茫 W and 《。任 I V with ^ IC^ I^- Clearly A 二 { n^： 
n n n n 
n = 1,2, • • • } is convergent to 0 and thus bounded but { n = 
1,2’ … > is not because n f 电 nW for each n = 1,2, • • •. Hence h(A) is 
not bounded. 
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Corollary 1.2.42: Let A be a normal sequence space and ! be a 
metrizable locally convex topology on X. 2： is normal if and only if 
there exists a normal topology ！H on X such that 2 and 9t have the same 
bounded sets in A. 
Proof: Necessity. Trivial. Sufficiency. Let B be a I-bounded subset of 
X. Then B is JR—bounded and thus h(B) is ！ R — b o u n d e d . So h(B) is 
2-bounded. By 1.2.41, 2 is normal. 
Remark: 
In case of K = R, 1.2.40 through 1.2.42 are Just the results for 
ordered locally convex spaces (see Wong & Ng [16,5.1-5.3]). 
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1.3 Topological properties of sequence spaces 
In this section, we give a survey on the properties of the topologies 
defined in 1.2.12 and 1.2.14. First of all we discuss topological 
properties of the a-dual of a sequence space and try to develop the 
results that we have quoted in 1.2.35. 
The following result is a generalization of the the result due to Kothe 
(see [7,30.6(3)]): 
Lemma 1.3.1: (Valdivia [12,pl81]) Let A be a normal sequence space 
containing <p. Let 
u」 = [ u " ) ] J = 1,2, . . . (3. 1) 
n 
be a sequence in 入乂 Then (3.1) is (rU^,入)-convergent to 0 if and only 
if it is (T (A^, A)-convergent to 0. 
K. 
Proof: Sufficiency, Trivial. Necessity. We shall use the "sliding hump" 
method due to Lebesgue-Toeplitz. Suppose (3.1) is not cr (入，入） -
Iv 
convergent to 0. We can find e > 0, 入 ， < 之 0 and a subsequence of 
(3.1) which we also denote by (3.1) such that 
00 
= 5： IC u(”| > 4e J = 1 , 2 ,… 
Q n = l n n 
By recurrence, sequences of integers 
l = r < r < ••‘ < r < • • • 
1 2 p 
l = n < n < ••• < n < • • • 
1 2 p 
can be constructed in the following way: 
We can find n such that 2 
n — 1 00 
< | u ⑴ 丨 > 3e and Z < |u⑴ | < e. 
n = l n n n = n n n 2 
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Suppose we have obtain r , n , n for some p € [N such that 
p p p+i 
V ' (r ) V i - i (r ) 00 (r ) 
111 P I < e， |u P I > 3e， Z C lu ^ I < e (3.2) 
n = l n n n=n n n n=n n n 
P P + 1 
Since (3.1) is <r( A, X^)-convergent to 0 so it is cC A, 0)-convergent to 0. 
We can determine r > r such that 
p+i p 
n -1 , 、 
p+1 (r ) 
S C lu P+1 I < e 
n = l n n 
00 (r ) 00 (r ) V i — I (r ) 
Then Z < lu P+1 I = lu P+1 I - S C I 
n=n n n n = l n n n = l n n 
p + 1 
> 4e - e = 3e. 
Therefore we can find n > n such that 
p+2 p+1 
V 2 " ' (r ) ① (r ) 
S < 111 P+1 I > 3e and Z < |u p+ 丨 < e. 
n=n n n n=n ^ n n 
p + 1 P + 2 
Thus the two sequences can be constructed recursively. Let h = [h^] 
where for n ^ n < n 
P p+1 
(r ) 
u P (r ) (r ) 
h = r ^ if u P 0 or h = 0 if u ^ = 0. 
n (r ) n n n 
U P 
n 
So h G ID and € 入 as 入 is normal. Since 
r 
u P p = 1, 2 , … 
is cr(入,入X)一convergent， 
r 
lim |<hC,u P>| = 0 . 
On the other hand, for p = 1,2,…， 
r 00 (r ) 
l<hC,u = I S h < u P I 
n = l n n n 
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V ' (r ) V i - I (r ) CO (r ) 
= 1 Z < h u P + Z C h u P + Z C h u P i 
n = l n n n n=n n n n n=n ^ n n n 
P P + 1 
V i - 1 (r ) V ' (r ) CO (r ) 
> I Z C h u P | - Z | < h u P | - Z | < h u P | 
n = n n n n n = l n n n n=n _ n n n 
p P + 1 
V i - 1 (r ) V ' (r ) CO (r ) 
M z … p I - S i … P I - S … P I 
n = n n n n = l n n n=n n n 
p P + 1 
- e - e = e, 
which is contradictory. 
Proposition 1.3.2: (Valdivia [12]) Let 入 be a normal sequence space 
containing <p. If 
u」 = [ u " ) ] J = 1 , 2 ,… (3.3) 
n 
is a (tUX,入）-Cauchy sequence in then (3.3) is c ( , X)-convergent. 
iv 
Proof: By 1.2.16, it suffices to show that (3.3) is a A)-Cauchy 
sequence. Suppose not. There are e > 0, ^ € X, C - 0 and a subsequence 
of (3.3) which we also denote by (3.3) such that 
- uJ+i) > e J = 1， 2 ,…. 
On the other hand, (3.3) is a cr(入父’ ;v)-CELiichy sequence implies 
u^ - V + i J = 1 , 2 ,… 
is crUX,入）-convergent to 0. By 1.3.1, it is also cr (入，入） - c o n v e r g e n t to 
0 which is in contradiction to the above inequality. 
Corollary 1.3.3: (Valdivia [12,p 183]) Let 入 be a normal sequence space 
containing Then (X^, ( r ( X ) ) is sequentially complete. Consequently 
is sequentially complete. 
K. 
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Proof: A A)-Cauchy sequence in is cr (入乂，入）-convergent， by 
K. 
1.3.2. Hence it is o*(入，入）-convergent. 
The following is a generalization of that due to Kothe (see 
[7,30.6(3)]): 
Theorem 1.3.4: (Valdivia [12,pl83]) Let A be a normal sequence space 
containing (f> and A c A is X)-compact if and only if it is 
0-(入，入）-compact. 
K. 
Proof: Sufficiency. Trivial. Necessity. We first observe that since 
0 - ( 入 i s metrizable and coarser than cr(入^，入），0<(入^，入）is metrizable 
iC 
on A (See [7,3.2(6)]). Hence (A,cr(AX,;0| ) is a complete and metrizable 
A 
topological space. Consider the identity map I from (A,(r(入，入）| ) to 
A A 
(A，(T (入X,入）I ). By 1.3.3, I is continuous and hence it is a 
K A A 
topological isomorphism. 
Proposition 1.3.5: (Valdivia [12,pl84]) Let A be a normal sequence 
X X 
space containing 0 and < € 入 . T h e n (r(A, X ) and t(入，入）coincide on 
h(^), where T(入，入父）is the Mackey topology. 
X X 
Proof: h(^) is <r (A , A.)-equi continuous. Therefore c r ( 入 ， 入 ） a n d the 
K 
X X 
topology of uniform convergence on c (A ,A)-precompact sets in A 
K, 
coincide on h(C) (See [7,21.6(2) ]). As absolutely convex cr 
K. 
X X X X 
compact sets in X are o* ( 入 ， 入 ） - p r e c o m p a c t sets in A , o*(入，入) 
K. 
coincides with the topology of uniform convergence on absolutely convex 
X X 
<r(A , X)-compact sets in 入 ， b y 1.3.4. 
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We shall use the following topology for 1.3.6 to 1.3.10: 
Let X be a normal sequence space containing <J>. Let 25 be a family of 
normal absolutely convex and cr(入,入父)-compact subsets of 入 satisfying 
the conditions (a) through (c) in 1.2.13. By 1.2.14， the family 
35° = { B°: B € 35 > 
is a neighbourhood basis at 0 for a locally convex topology on 入， 
denoted by U. Clearly U is consistent with <A,X >. 
The following lemma characterizes U-relatively compact subsets of 入： 
Lemma 1.3.6: (Valdivia [12，p 185]) Let A be a U-bounded set in 入父 . a is 
U-relatively compact if and only if for every B € 35 the decreasing 
sequence 
00 
sup { Z IC T) I : < € B, T) e A } r = 1,2, •• • (3.5) 
n = r n n 
converges to 0. 
Proof: Sufficiency. Let 
{ 11」=[u(j)]: J € J } (3.6) 
n 
be a net in A. A is U-bounded implies that A is cr{X , 0)-bounded, i.e. 
coordinatewise bounded. We can extract a subnet of (3.6) which we also 
denote by (3.6) such that 
l i m { ii(”： J € J > = u € K n = 1 , 2 , • • ( 3 . 7 ) 
n n 
By assumption, given e > 0 and B e we can find p € IN such that for 
every < € B and for every J e J 
n = p + l n n o 
Passing J to the limit, we have 
CO 
2 , IC U I ^ 
n = p + l n n o 
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X • • 
As B is arbitrary and $ covers 入 ， u = [ 〜 ] g 入 . Since B is 
w 
(r(\, X )-compact, B is coordinatewise bounded. Thus 
s u p { IC I ： C = tC ] € B, r = } = h < CO. 
r n 
From (3.7) there is i € J such that 
|h(ii(” - u ) I < ^ for J 2： i, J € J and n = 1,2, • • . ’ ？ . 
n n J p 
00 . 
Hence, Z (11(” - u ) | 
n=l n n n 
p 00 
= Z K (u(j) - U )| + S (u(j) - U )| 
n=l n n n n = p + l n n n 
p CO 00 
< S |h(ii。）- u )| + S ^ ic (u(j)l + 2 IC U I 
n=l n n n=p + l n n n = p + l n n 
, e . e C 
< 〜 ） + ” 广 . 
Thus p (u^ - u) < e for every B e fB. 
(B) 
That is (3.6) is U-convergent to u € 入乂 and therefore A is U-relatively 
compact in X . 
Necessity. Fix B e Surely (3.5) converges. Suppose it converges to 
k > 0. For each r = 1 , 2 ,…， 
00 
sup { 2： T) I : < € B, T) e A }之 k. 
n=r n n 
So we can choose a sequence 
ir® = [u。）] J = 1,2,••• (3.8) 
n 
in A such that 
CO , 
sup { S IC C € B } > 
n=r n n 己 
I f A i s U - r e l a t i v e l y c o m p a c t , t h e n 0 ) i s m e t r i z a b l e a n d t h u s U i s 
metrizable on A. Then there is a subsequence of (3.8) which we also 
denote by (3.8) and is U-convergent to some u = [u^] € 入 . B y 1 . 3 . 5 , 
(T(入x’0) and 1：(入\,严）coincides on h(u). Hence { u(<r)： r = 1 , 2 ， … } 
35 
is T(入X,入）-convergent to u. There is q € IN such that 
⑴ k 
s u p { Z IC u I： C e B } < 
n=q n n o 
By a similar argument used in the first part, there is s € IN, s > q 
such that for every r 2： s 
q - i ( 、 k 
sup { Z K (u - u ) | :《 € B } 〈 泛 and 
n=l n n n o 
P(B)(U' - U) < I. 
00 
So ^ > p (u^ - u) = sup { K (ii(s) - u )|: < € B } 
4 广（B) n=l n n n 
00 q - 1 ( ) 
> s u p { 2 (u(s) - u )|: ^ e B } - s u p { S J C ( u ^ - u ) | : < € B } 
n = q n n n n=l n n n 
00 k 
> s u p { S K u(s) I : < € B } - s u p { Z IC U I： C e B } - ^ 
厂 n=q n n n=q n n o 
^ sup { nisl^nU^)!: < ^ ^ > " | " | 
^ k k k k 
2 8 8 4' 
which is a contradiction. 
Proposition 1.3.7: (Valdivia [12,pl87]) Let A be a U-relatively compact 
set in 入X. Then r(h(A)) is U-relatively compact. 
Proof: Clearly r(h(A)) is U-bounded. Given c > 0 and B € 35，by 1.3.6， 
there is q € [N such that for r ^ q 
00 
sup { Z IC T7 I： C € B, 7) 6 A } < G. 
n=r n n 
For any v = [v ] e r(h(A)), there are m € IN and 
n 
u」=[u。）] € A, a^ = [a(j)] € (D, p g K J = l’2’...，m 
n n j 
m m . . 
s u c h t h a t S Ip I ：^ 1 a n d v = .!： p a V . 
n = l j J =1 J 
For any r ^ q and < € B, 
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00 00 m 
Z V I = 2： ic 2 u ' I 
n = r n n n = r n j = l j n n 
^ i ip I ( 2 IC a(J)u(j)|) 
j = 1 j n = r n n n 
m ⑴ (i) 
^ 2 Ip I ( z K u(J)丨） 
j = 1 j n = r n n 
m 
^ e( Ip.l) ^ G. 
j=i J 
As ^ and v are arbitrary, 
00 
sup { Z IC V I : C € B, V € r(h(A)) } r = 1,2’ … 
n = r n n 
converges to 0. By 1.3.6, r(h(A)) is U-relatively compact. 
According to 1.3.4, particular cases of 1.3.6 and 1.3.7 are: 
Corollary 1.3.8: (Valdivia [12,pl88]) Let X be a normal sequence space 
X X 
containing (p and A be a (r(入’入）-bounded set in 入 . A is 
0 * (入父 ,入 )一 r e l a t i v e l y compact if and only if for every C 它 入 ， C ^ 0» the 
sequence 
00 
sup { S IC T7 I ： 7) € A }r = 1,2, • • • 
n = r n n 
converges to 0. 
Corollary 1.3.9: (Valdivia [12,pl89]) Let X be a normal sequence space 
X X X 
containing (p and A is a cr(A , X)-bounded set in 入 . I f A is crCA , A)-
relatively compact then r(h(A)) is cr(入父,入)-relatively compact. 
Proposition 1.3.10: (Valdivia [12,pl89]) If A is a U-compact set in 
then h(A) is U-compact. 
Proof: By 1.3.7, A is U-relatively compact. By similar argument as in 
1.3.6, U is metrizable and coincides with on h(A). It suffices 
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to show that h(A) is c ( , X ) - s e q u e n t i a l 1 y closed. Let 
u^ = [u(j)] J = 1 , 2 , … 
n 
X X 
be a sequence in h(A) <r{X , X)-convergent to u € X . There are 
v」 = [ v ( j ) ] J = 1,2,••• (3.9) 
n 
in A such that for each J = 1 , 2 ,… 
|u(”| ^ |v(”| n = 1,2’ •••. 
n n 
As A is -bounded, there is a subsequence of (3.9) which we also 
denote by (3.9) such that 
lim { v(j): J = 1,2, • • • > = V € K n = 1,2, • • 
n n 
Let V = [v ]. v] is <r ( , 0) -convergent to v. As A is compact, v」 i s 
n 
cr(入X’ 入 ) 一 c o n v e r g e n t to v. Hence v e A c h(A). Since u」 is 
<r(入〜入)一convergent t o u a n d ^ f o r J 二 1 , 2 , • • • , |u| ^ |v|. 
Therefore u € h(A). 
An immediate consequence of 1.3.4 and 1.3.10 is: 
Corollary 1.3.11: (Valdivia [12,pl89]) Let 入 be a normal sequence space 
containing (p and A c A^. If A is (r(入父’入)一compact then h(A) is 
cr(入，入）-compact. 
We shall now discuss topological properties of a sequence space as a 
subspace of its a-bidual, especially those related to compactness. 
Lemma 1.3.12: (Valdivia [12’p 189]) Let X be a normal sequence space 
containing <t> and B c 入父. If B is 拟 父 , 入 ) 一 b o u n d e d then B is 
cr (入 X，入 X X ) 一 b o u n d e d . 
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Proof： Let X = [x ] € 入 乂 父 Then { x(^r) : r = 1,2, • • • } is c r U , 入 父 ) -
n 
bounded. By assumption, there is p > 0 such that 
B c p({ x(:sr): r = 1 , 2 , … } ) 。 
i.e. pixi^r)) = p^Axi^r)) ^ p r = 1,2’.... 
B C D / 
Thus for any tj € B, 
r 
I. \XD \ ^ p r = •••. 
n = l n n 
00 
Hence, Z j x t? j $ p. 
n = l n n 
Let 入 be a sequence space containing 0. Let d he a. family of normal 
absolutely convex cr (入乂，入)一compact subsets of satisfying the 
conditions (a) through (c) in 1.2.12. For any B e d , B is a Banach disk 
in Hence B is /SCx"^, A)-bounded (see [4，pl55]) and thus 
crUX,入XX卜bounded, by 1.3.12. By 1.2.14, the family 
d"" = { B'^-.B e d } 
is a neighbourhood basis at 0 for a unique locally convex topology on 
入XX’ denoted by V. Let X be the topology on 入 induced by V. 
Proposition 1.3.13： (Valdivia [12,pl90]) Let X be a sequence space 
containing 0. The l/-closure “ f 入 in f with the topology induced by 
V is the completion of (入， S ) . 
Proof: It suffices to show that ( 入 父 乂 , ] / ) is complete. As A covers V 
V XX XX X 
is finer than c (入’入）.By 1.2.16, U , <r U ,入））is complete and for 
K K 
each B e dy 
< C e 入XX: p(B)(C) s 1 } = 门 < C e 入XX: p(h(u))(C) s 1, u c 入X } 
It follows that uXx’|/) is complete (See [4,p59]). 
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Remark: 
From the proof we can see that if the < r ( , A) -compactness of elements 
of d is replaced by ^ ( , X ) - b o u n d e d n e s s , 1.3.13 is still valid. 
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1.4 Diagonal Maps 
In this section, we shall discuss some aspects of the space of diagonal 
maps from one sequence space into another. Recall that if <=[、] and 
T P [刀 ] a r e elements of w, then Co = 刀 ] . A l s o if u e o) and A, B are 
n n 
subsets of 0), then uA = {u}A = { u^ ： C € A > and AB = { Co ： C e A and 
T) € B }. 
We try to generalize the concept of the a-dual of a sequence space. 
Definition 1.4.1: Let A c o), A 类 0. The a-dual of A, denoted by A ， i s 
00 
given by A^ = { T) € w : Z l《n刀rJ < ⑴ ， a l l C ^ A }. 
n = l n ^ 
Clearly A^ is a sequence space even though A is not. 
Definition 1.4.2: (Crofts [2]) Let 入 and id be sequence spaces. An u € u 
is called a diagonal map from 入 into ji if uX c fi. 
The set consisting of all diagonal maps from 入 into fx, denoted by 
D(X, fi), is a sequence space. Moreover, we have: 
Lemma 1.4.3: Let 入，/ix and % be sequence spaces, 
(a) if X c % then D(%, fx) c D(A, ji); 
(b) if |LT c % then D(A,|LI) C D ( A , % ) . 
Proof: Trivial. 
Parts (c) of the following lemma is due to Wong [14,pl06] and part (d) 
is due to Crofts [2]: 
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Lemma 1.4.4: 
(a) f f = where 1 ：£ p oo. 
(b) c f = f where 1 ：^  p < co. 
o 
1 1 
(c) = where 1 < p < ⑴ and - + - = 1 
1 1 1 
(d) fl^ = f where 1 < r ^ t and - = - + 
r o b 
Proof: (a) When p = co, it is trivial. When 1 p < OO, let t： € and TJ 
€ r . There exists M > 0 such that |刀 | M for n =1,2, • • •. So 
n 
00 00 
ZIC 7) |P s m'^SIC |P < 00, thus C^ € f . Therefore f t Q f . As e g £ , 
n n n 
n=l n=l 
it follows that f Q ft①. 
(b) Since c。 c 广 ’ we have c。广 c f f = f (by (a)). It remains to 
show that F e e f’ i.e. for any C ^ there exist u € and rj e c 
0 u 
such that < 二 U7). As < e f， t h e r e exists { n^ > in IN with 1 < n^ < 
n 
k+1 1 
n < … s u c h that Z < ——for all k ^ 1. (4.1) 
2 j=n j 4k 
k 
D e f i n e 「 1 if 1 ” “ 2 
V. = ^ 
J 
丄 if n ^ j < n ^ k = 1,2’ … 
^ k k+1 k+2 
1 
Clearly T] g c^. Let u. = , thus ut) = C- It suffices to show that 
00 
z IC 丄 | P < 00. 
. / j j=i J 
I IC丄丨P 
, ' j T). 
j = l J 
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= s i c . r + z IC |P-2 + s … 
j=l J j 
00 n 3 4 
= z ic.|p + 2- s i c . r + 2^'Z i c . r + … 
j = l 」 J = n 2 j J 
^ 2 l、|P + I + + + … 
j = l j 4 4 2 4 3 4 4 
= Z + I < ⑴. 
J ^ 
j = i 
(c) By Holder's inequality, c . Conversely, let C = [ C j ^ 农 
We define ^ = ] and T ? = [ 刀 ] b y 
n n 
1 1 
P = )P and = )q n = 1,2, • • • 
、n n n n 
Clearly ^ e f 3.nd -q e f and C = Cn. Therefore c 
(d) For simplicity, in this proof we define u = [ ( 〜 , ] f o r any u G 
s t 
0). i = i + i implies that 1 = - + By (c), I ‘  = . For any C ^ 
r s t S t 
s t 
f ’ 〈r € Hence there are 专 € 之 r and t) e 之 r such that = ^V- So 
l i s s 1 一 一 — 
^ = 专 € e 之 r implies € r e 么1 which implies ^ ‘  € I ^. Similarly, 
1 t 
i r • -




= ^ ^ ^ I and similarly ^ . Therefore ^ ^ t]^ ^ 
t s 
t r t r = gT) e 龙 r. 
To make 1.4.4(b) complete, it can be easily seen that c。广=c。. 
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The following result, due to Crofts [2], is useful in finding D(X,fi). 
Proposition 1.4.5： Let A,n be sequence spaces. Then 
DU，fx) c (入 
X X 
If Id is perfect, then D(X,/LI)=(入ji ) . 
Proof: Let u € D(;v,/Li). For any ^ € A and v € fi^, uC e fi. So (uC)v = 
u(Co) € Thus u G If ^ is perfect. Let u € Suppose 
< e 入. For any v e ] /， Cv e 入j/ 今 u(Cv) € So u ^ e fx^x 二 
Therefore, u € DU,fx). 
Part (c) of the following result is due to Wong [14,pl09]. 
Corollary 1.4.6: 
(a) D(c，c ) = 
0 0 
(b) D (广’ = 1 ^ P ^ «> 
1 1 1 
(c) DUP,£r) = f . where 1 < r < p < oo and ； 二 ^ 一 ？ 
(d) B U \ r ) = 广 . 
Proof： 
(a) D(c ,c ) c (c (c = (c = il^f = 广 . O n the other hand, 0 0 0 0 0 
it can be easily seen that 么⑴ c D U , ; 0 if 入 is normal. So 
r c mCo’Co). 
(b) When p = 1, D U ⑴ , = = ( 斤 = 之 1. 
When 1 < p < cx,, = = = 广 where 1 = i + i. 
When p = CO, D ( 广 , 广 ） = = = f . 
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r 
(c) We first note that by 1.1.6(b)(之『）>< = i By 1.4.5 and 
r pr 
1.4.4(d), D U P , f ) = ( ^ 口 广 = U r + P ( r - i ) ) x . As 1 < r + p “ 〈 ⑴ ， b y 
pr pr 
1.1.6(b)’ U^ + P (卜 i))x = = 
(d) t c c Let C = 电广.Then there is a subset 
I = { n : k = 1,2, • • • } of IN such that K I - Let 刀 = [ T ? ] where 
V" n i l 
^ k 





- 0 if n ^ I 
Clearly t? € . Cn 生 ^  because IC。\ I - k k = = 1,2, •••. 
Therefore C 茫 Bil^.t)-
1 1 
Lemma 1.4.7: Let u € w, if for any C ^ c^, l^ u e I , then u € I . 
Proof: Suppose not, then there exist l=k 产 产 广 • • 戏 广 “ ， s u c h that 
k -1 
n + 1 




Define C = — where k , Clearly, < € c • However, 
^ n n n+1 0 
n - 1 n ^ - 1 
00 2 3 
Z |u ic ^ Z |u I + Z luj • — + • • • ^ 1 + 1 + • • • = CO. 
j j j ^ J 2 
So Cu毛《1. 
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1.4.6(b) can be generalized as part of the following result: 
Proposition 1.4.8: Let A be a sequence space. 
(a) D(r’入）c A. If 入 is n o r m a l , D U⑴ ,入） = X . 
(b) DU’£i) = 
(c) If X is p e r f e c t , t h e n DCCQ’入）=入. 
Proof: (a) Since e € t , for any u € D(广,入），ue = u € X. Therefore, 
C 入. If 入 is normal, let u € A, then for any C ^ 广 ， t h e r e 
e x i s t s M > 0 s u c h that IC I ^ M f o r all J ^ 1. T h u s lu^l ^ M | u | . But 
j 
X being normal implies u^ € A. Therefore 入 c D(广，入）• 
(b) By (1.4.5), DU’£i) = U 广 ) x . So it suffices to show that 
入X = ( 入 L e t 7) G 入X. F o r a n y u e 入 a n d < € t , t h e r e e x i s t s M > 0 
00 00 
s u c h t h a t IC I ^ M f o r all J 2： 1. So Z IC u.-O.I ^ M . Z |ii 刀 I < oo. 
j j=i J J J j=i J J 
Hence 刀 € ( 入 T h e r e f o r e , 入 父 ^ { x t ) ^ . Conversely, since e G f , 
-n € ( X f ) ^ f o r a n y u € 入’ m ) € 之 丄 T ) € 入 父 . T h u s ( 入 c 入父. 
(c) Since 入 is perfect, by (a) and (1.4.3), X = D C T , A) c A). It 
r e m a i n s to s h o w that ( C 。 入 〒 c 入 . L e t u € (C。入父,.Given TJ C 入 父 ， f o r 
1 1 X X 
a n y C € c。，uC^o) E I . B y ( 1 . 4 . 7 ) , we h a v e UT) G £ . So u E A =入 . 
As mentioned in the proof of ( 1 . 4 . 6 ) (a), if 入 is a normal sequence 
space, then 广 c DU,入）.It is natural to ask under what condition will 
they be equal. We have the following: 
Proposition 1.4.9: Let A be a sequence space. If 之i c 入 c 广 then 
(a) D U ,入） c 也⑴ . F u r t h e r m o r e , if X is normal then D (入 ,入） = f ‘、 
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(b) ⑴ ） = 广 . T h e converse is true if 入 is perfect； 
(c) D(之 1 ,入） = t . The converse is true if X is normal. 
Proof: (a) By (1.4.3), ^^cAc^ implies D(入’入）c D(一’入）c D U V ⑴ ） = 
r . 
(b) By 1.4.6(b) & (d), t = D ( 广 , c DU’£") c =广 . 
Suppose A is perfect and D C A , ^ ) = t . Then t z> D ( 入 力 = 入 〜 b y 
1.4.8(b). Hence ？ c 严 = 入 . O n the other hand, let C € 入 . e e f = 
D i X . f ) implies = C ^ 广 . T h e r e f o r e A c t . 
(c) By part (a), t ⑴ = c m i \ x ) c =广 . S u p p o s e 入 is 
normal and = t . By 1.4.4 and 1.4.8(a), f〕 D U⑴’; V ) =入 . L e t C 
€ e € 0(之1’入）=t implies eC € 入 . T h e r e f o r e t^ c 入. 
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Chapter 2 Vector Sequence Spaces 
2.1 X-summability of vector sequences 
In this chapter we shall denote by 入 a perfect sequence space, by a 
normal topologizing system for A consisting of normal subsets of X and 
by I the topology on X generated by d as defined in 1.2.12 with { ？⑷： 
A € > as the family of generating semi norms. (BU) will denote a 
fundamental family of bounded subsets of 入 consisting of normal 
and absolutely convex subsets of 入 . E l e m e n t s of 入 will be denoted by < 
= [ < ] ’ ？ = [ ？ ] ， 刀 = [ 刀 ] - " e t c . 
n n n 
We shall also denote by [X,l] the set consisting of all C € X such that 
^ is the I-limit of its associated sectional sequence.[入，！] is a 
closed subspace of (入’ ；1) and hence it is complete (see [10,2,(3)]). By 
1.2.39(e), = if X is consistent with 〈入’入父〉.Further 
[；V，日(入’入 X)]=(入’|3(入’入 X)) if U,则入，入 X)) is reflexive (see Kothe 
[ 7 , 3 0 . 7 ( 1 ) ] ) . 
(E’6^ ) is a locally convex space. UiE) (resp (B(E)) will denote a 
neighbourhood basis at 0 for (? (resp a fundamental system of bounded 
sets) consisting of absolutely convex and closed subsets of E. E' will 
denote the topological dual of (E, (p). 
Let (E’6^ ) be a locally convex space and B be an absolutely convex 
bounded subset of E. E will denote the vector space spanned by B，that 
B 
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is ’ Eg = L K nB: n = 1 , 2 , … } . In E^, we can define the gauge q^ of B 
by q (u) = inf { r > 0: u € rB } 
= s u p { |<u,b'>|: b' e B° } (1.1) 
for any u € Eg. 
Elements of E叫 will be called vector sequences and denoted by x = [ x j’ 
y = [y ]’ u = [u ], • • -etc. Under the coordinate wise addition and 
n ’ n 
scalar multiplication, e"^ is a vector space. Let x = [x^] € E叫 and r be 
a positive integer. We define the r-th section of x, denoted by x(:^r), 
by 
x(:sr) = [X , X , • • • , X ,0’0,…]. 1 2 n 
The sequence { x(:sr)： r = 1,2, •• • } is called the sectional sequence 
associated with x. 
will denote the algebraic direct sum of E, that is, the vector 
subspace of E*^ consisting of all vector sequences with finitely many 
non-zero coordinates. 
The following definition is quoted from [14]. 
IN 
Definition 2.1.1: An element x = [x ] of E is said to be 
n 
(a) weakly 入 - s u m m a b l e if 
[<x ,f>] € 入 for all f € E'; 
n 
(b) X-summable if for any ^ = [< ] € 
n 
r 
{ S C X : r = 1 ， 2 , … } 
n n 
n = l 
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is a ff'-Cauchy sequence in E; 
(c) absolutely 入 - s u m m a b l e if 
[p (X )] € X for every V € UiE). 
V n 
We shall denote by 
(a) A (E) the vector subspace of E的 consisting of all weakly 入 - s u m m a b l e 
w 
vector sequences； 
(b)入(E) the vector subspace of E叫 consisting of all 入 - s u m m a b l e vector 
sequences ； 
( c )入 [ E ] the vector subspace of E 叫 consisting of all absolutely 
入 - s u m m a b l e vector sequences. 
Remarks: 
(i) If is a sequence space and id c A, then 
Li (E) c A (E), /i(E) c M E ) and /i[E] c A[E]. 
w w 
(ii) u)[E] = E^ and <^[E] = E⑷） . 
(iii) E(⑷ c A[E] c 入（E) c 入u(E) c E叫. （1.2) 
w 
First of all, we introduce a topology on M E ] . 
Definition 2.1.2: (Rosier [10]) Let A e W and V € IKE). We define a 
seminorm, denoted by n , on M E ] by 
\ A ) V / 
n (X) = p, 、（[p (X )]) 
00 
= s u p { Z K^lp^(x^): < € A } 
n=l 
for any x = [x ] € 入 [ E ] . 
n 
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Proposition 2.1.3: (Rosier [10]) The following family of seminorms 
{ 71 ： A € and V € UiE) } 
(A,V) 
generates a unique Hausdorff locally convex topology, denoted by 
on M E ] . 
Proof: It suffices to show that IT⑷ ” is Hausdorff. For any non-zero 
element x = [x ] of 入 [ E ] , without loss of generality, we assume that x 
n 丄 
is non-zero. As (p is Hausdorff, there is V € 赃 ） s u c h that p^(x^)本 0. 
Hence [p (x )] is non-zero. Since I is Hausdorff, there is A € such 
V n 
that P⑴（[Pv(Xn)]) = 0. 
The concepts of absolutely A-summabi 1 ity and the topology TT^^^ ^ ^ are 
due to Rosier in [10]. We shall follow the notation used by Wong in 
[14]. 
Lemma 2.1.4: (Rosier [10,3.(2)]) The i-th projection p. from 
(;v[E],n(p into (E,(P) defined by 
p (x) = X for any x = [x ] € M E ] 
i n 
is a continuous linear map for every i = 1,2,•••. 
Lemma 2.1.5: (Rosier [10,3. (3)]) The linear map from (入 [ E ] , 11(@，芝）） 
into defined by 
I ( X ) = [ p ( X )] f o r a n y x = [ x ] € 入[E] 
V V n H 
is uniformly continuous for every V € lt(E). 
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Proposition 2.1.6: (Rosier [10,3.(5)]) If (E,(P) is complete then 
(入 [ E ]’n ( p 烹））is complete. 
We shall denote by [ M E ] , I T ⑷ ” ] t h e set consisting of all x = 
[X ] € 入[E] such that x is the ”-limit of its associated sectional 
sequence. That is 
[ 入 [ E ] , n ( A 幻 ] = { X € M E ] : X = n ⑷,幻-lrim x(^r) }. 
The following lemma characterizes the elements of [ 入 [ E ] , 乏 ） ] . 
Lemma 2.1.7: (Rosier [10,3.(6)]) For any x e M E ] , x e [ 入 [ E ] , i f 
and only if for every V € U{E), = [p^(x^)] is in [X,l]. 
Proposition 2.1.8: (Rosier [10,3.(8)]) [ ; \ [ E ] , n (仏幻 ] i s a closed 
subspace of ( M E ] ’ )). Consequently, [ME]’n(p’I)] equipped with 
the induced topology is complete if E is complete. 
In general [入 [ £ ] ’ 1 1广门… ] i s a proper subspace of 入 [ E ] . The following 
proposition is an immediate consequence of a result in [14,p 113]. 
Proposition 2.1.9: Suppose X is consistent with <A,X >. Then 
M E ] = [ M E ] , n ⑷’芝） ] . 
Proof: Fix A e d and V € UiE). For any x e 入[E]’ let ( = [p^(x^)]. By 
1.2.39(e), C = lim 加 r ) . Hence 
00 
n ( x - x ( ^ r ) ) = s u p { S IC I p j x )： ^ e A } 
(A’V) n V n 
n = r + l 
=p ) — > 0 as r — > oo. 
(A) 
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Therefore x € [ 入 [ E ] , n ⑷ ” ] a n d the result then follows. 
We now establish a topology on X (E). We shall assume that X is 
W 
X 
consistent with <入，入 >. 
Lemma 2.1.10: ([3]) Let A € W and V € UiE). For any x = [x^] € 
sup { p,、（[<X ’f>]): f € } < 00. 
(A) n 
Consequently, we can define a seminorm, denoted by 功(八,乂)（。），on 
by 
ID (X) = s u p { p,、（[<x ,f>]): f e V 。 } 
(A,V) (A) n 
00 
= s u p { Z | T 7 < x ’ f > | : T 7 = [ T 7 ] e A and f € } 
n n n 
n = l 
for any x = [x ] € X„(E). 
n W 
Proof: Let M = {f € E': p ([<x ,f>]) ^ 1 }. Clearly M is circled. For 
(A) n 
any f，g € M and p € [0,1], 
p ([<x ,pf+(l-p)g>]) = p “、（p[<x ,f>] + (l-p)[<x g>]) 
(A) n (A) n n 
^ p(p ⑷（[<Xn’f>])) + (l-p)(P(A)([<Xn’g>])) ^ 1-
Hence M is convex. For any f € E', there is p > 0 such that 
p ([<x ,f>]) < p. So f € pM. Thus M is absorbing. To see that M is 
(A) n 
cr(E',E)-closed’ let { f ^ J € J } be a net in M and is 
(r(E, ,E)-convergent to f e E'. For any positive integer k, as p ⑷ is 
regular, 
p ([<x ’fj>](:sk)) ^ P,A、（[<x ’ fj>]) ^ 1 for every J e J. 
(A) n (A) n 
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Hence p ([<x ,f>](^k)) ^ 1. As 1 is consistent with <入，入 >, 
(A) n 
P ([<x ,f>]) 1. So f € M. Now, M is absorbing and thus M° is 
(A) n 
bounded in E. So there is m > 0 such that C mV. Thus V。c = mM. 
That is, f o r a n y f e P “、（ [ < x ,f>]) ：£ m. 
I A; n 
It follows easily from the regularity of p ^ that 
XO(A,v)(X(计））S tO(A,v)(X) 
for any x € 入（E) and positive integer r. 
w 
Proposition 2.1.11: ([3]) The following system of seminorms 
{ TO : A € W a n d V € 7 / (E ) } 
(A,V) 
defines a Hausdorff locally convex topology, denoted by ⑷ ， 芝 ） ， o n 
V E ) . 
Proof: It suffices to show that © ( 。 ” is Hausdorff. Let x = [ x j be 
a non-zero element of 入（E). Without loss of generality we can assume 
w 
that X is non-zero. There is f e such that <x , f> 本 0. Hence 
1 1 
[<x ,f>] is non-zero. There is A g such that p ^ ( [ 〜 f > ] ) 本 0. 
Clearly f € for some V € U{E). Hence 10(八 乂）(乂) 2： p^^^ ( [ f > ]) > 0. 
The concept of weakly 入 - s u m m a b i 1 ity and the topology ⑷,乏）were due to 
Ramanujan. Here we follow the notation used by Wong in [14]. 
In the sequel, we shall denote by the topology where X = 
(T (入’入\). The family of semi norms generating is given by 
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{to ： 7) € and V € U{E) } 
(刀，V) 
00 
where to, 、（x) = sup { S IT? <x ,f>| : f € } 
(T),V) n n 
n — 1 
for any x = [x ] € X (E). 
n W 
Lemma 2.1.12: The i-th projection p^ (i = 1,2,•••) defined by 
p ( X ) = X for any x = [x ] € X (E) 
i n w 
is a continuous linear map from ( 入 ^ ⑵ ’ 股 ( ( p Y)) into (E, (?). 
Proof： Clearly p. is linear. Fix V e UiE). =[《‘)]，where 5丄。is 
the Kronecker delta, belongs to A for some A e d. Let 
U = { X e 入 （ E ) : to,…、（X) “ }• 
W (A,V； 
U is a 0-neigbourhood for © (。”. Let x e U. Then 
00 




sup { |<x.,f>|： f € V。 } = p^(x.) ^ 1. 
Hence p.(x) = x. e V. 
Lemma 2.1.13: (Wong [14,pl20]) The linear map from (A^(E), 
into (入，2) defined by 
I (x) = [<x ,f>] for a n y X = [x ] € 入 ( E ) 
f n n w 
is uniformly continuous for every f € E'. 
Proof: It suffices to show that for any A € d, there is 0-neighbourhood 
U for © ( p such that x - y e U and x,y € 入w(E) implies 
p (I (x) - I (y)) ：^  1. To this end, let V € U{E) such that f € So 
^(A) f f 
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U = { X E 切(A’v)(x) - 1 > 
is a 0-neighbourhood for © ⑷ ” . S u p p o s e x,y € 入 ^ ⑵ and x - y € U. 
Then sup { P…（[<x - y ’ g>]): g € V。 } ：^  1. 
(A) n n 
In particular, 
1 > p ([<x - y ,f>]) = P,A、（[<x ,f>] - [<y ,f>]) 
(A) n n (A) n n 
= p⑷（ i f ( x ) -
Proposition 2.1.14: If (E,(?) is complete, then ( 入 ^ ⑵ ’ © ⑷ ， 玄 ） ） i s 
complete. 
Proof： Let { x^ = [x^^M： J € J } be a Cauchy net in ’ ©(^p’ 乏 ） ） . B y 
2.1.12 { x(j): J € J } is a Cauchy net in E and hence is (p-convergent 
n 
to some X G E, for each n = 1,2, • • • . Fix f € E,. Let U be a 
n 
^-neighbourhood of 0. By 2.1.13, { I^(x^): j € J } is a Cauchy net in 
(A,X) which is complete (see [10,2. (3)]). Then { I^(x^): j € J } is 
convergent to some e 入 . A s x』 i s coordinatewise convergent to x = 
[X ]’ [<x，f>] = for each f e E,. Hence x e X (E). Finally, let A € 
n n W 
d and V € IKE). Given 5 > 0，there is i € J such that 
00 
to ( x J - x k ) = s u p { Z |t) < x ( j ) - x ( k ) , f > | : 7) € A a n d f € V 。 } 
(A，V) n n n 
n= 1 
for any J,k € J and J,k ^ i. Fix t) e A and f e v \ For any positive 
integer r, 
r • 
S It) <x(j)—x(k),f>| < 8 for any k > i and k e J. 




S o S |T) < x。） - x ’f>| 
n n n 
n = l 
As r is arbitrary, 
00 
z I刀 < x 。 ） - x , f > | ^ a . 
n n n 
n = l 
So ID (x-'-x) ^ a for any J 2： i and J € J. 
(A J V) 
The result then follows. 
As M E ) is a subset of 入 讨 ⑵ ， e a c h 〜 i n d u c e s a semi norm e(A，v) on 
M E ) defined by 
e ( x ) = to ( X ) f o r a n y x € 入（ E ) . 
(A,V) (A,V) 
Therefore the family of seminorms 
{ G ： A € and V e U{E) } 
(A,V) 
induces a Hausdorff locally convex topology, denoted by e(仏乏），on 
M E ) . Clearly (入（E), €： (。 ) ) is a subspace of ’ 邸⑷’ )). We shall 
denote by e ^ the topology £ ( 。 ” where X = 0*艮(入’入）. 
The concept of 入 - s u m m a b i 1 ity and the topology (p) is due to Wong 
[14]. 
The following result characterizes the elements of M E ) . 
Proposition 2.1.15: (Wong [14,pll9]) An x = [ x j € 入w(E) is A-summable 
if and only if x is the ©^-limit of its associated sectional sequence 
{ x(:sr): r = 1,2, • • • }. 
r 
Proof： Necessity. Given 刀 € 入乂， { Z t) x ： r = 1,2’ ••• } is a (p-Cauchy 
n n 
n = l 
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sequence in E. For any V € U{E) and 5 > 0, there is a positive integer 
i such that 
j+k g 
p ( 5： 7} X ) ^ -r for any J ^ i and k = 1,2, • • •. 
V n n 4 
n = j + 1 
So for any f € V〜 
p + q 3 
I s 7) <x ,f>| TT for any p ^ i and q = 1,2, • • •. 
n n 4 
n=p+l 
Hence, 
p + q 









TO (x-x(^k)) ^ 6 for all k ^ i. 
(刀， V ) 
As t) and V are arbitrary, x is the 邸炉 - l i m i t of { xi^r): r = 1,2, •• • }. 
Sufficiency. Suppose x is the 〜 - l i m i t of { x(:^r): r 二 1 , 2 , … } . Then 
{ x(:£r): r = 1,2’ … } is a 〜 - C a u c h y sequence in 入 w ( E ) . So for any V € 
U{E), 7) € 入父 and 5 > 0, there is a positive integer i such that 
k+q o 
to (x(^k+q)-x(^k)) = sup { Z <x ,f>| ： f G V } 
(刀， V ) n = k + l n n 
< 6 for all k ^ i and q = 1 , 2 , … . 
Therefore 
k + q k k + q o 
P { Z T) X - Z T) X ) = sup { I Z T) <X , f > I ： f € V } 
V n n n n , 一 n n 
n=l n=l n=k+l 
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k+q o 
< sup { S I T) < X ’ f > I : f € V } a 
n=k+l 
for any k ^ i and q = 1 , 2 ， … • 
r 
So { S T) X : r = 1,2, • • • } is a (p-Cauchy sequence in E. 
n n 
n = l 
We shall denote by [ 入 讨 ⑵ , © ⑷ ” ] t h e set consisting of all x € 
s u c h t h a t X i s t h e © ( 。 ” - l i m i t o f i t s a s s o c i a t e d s e c t i o n a l s e q u e n c e . 
In particular we shall denote [入 口 ⑵ ， © 一 by [入 w(E)]. It follows 
immediately from 2.1.15 that 
M E ) = [A^ (E)] 
w 
As <r ( 入 , 入 \ ) is coarser than any normal topology is coarser than 
[入 w ( E ) , ® ( ( P’ X ) ] c (1.3) 
Proposition 2.1.16: (Wong [14’pl21]) , ^^] is closed subspace 
of X (E). 
w 
From 2.1.16 and 2.1.14， we have 
Corollary 2.1.17: If (E,(p) is complete, then [ , ^ ^  ] is 
complete. In particular, ( M E )’ e ( p”） i s complete. 
The following definition is a generalization of that of Pietsch 
(see [9,1.5.1]): 
IN 
Definition 2.1.18: A vector sequence x = [x ] € E is said to be 
n 
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totally 入 - s u m m a b l e if there exists B € (B(E) for which 
X € E (n = 1,2,•••) and [q^(x )] g X. 
n B B n 
We shall denote by X{E} the set consisting of all totally 入 - s u m m a b l e 
vector sequences. 
The following proposition is a generalization of Pietsch’s result (see 
[9,1.5.4]): 
Proposition 2.1.19: M E } is a vector subspace of 入 [ E ] . 
Proof: Clearly for any x € 入 似 and p € K, px € 入 { E } . Let x = [ x j , y = 
[y ] € ME}. There are B , B € (B(E) s u c h that 
n 1 2 
X € E , y € E^ (n = 1,2’•••） 
n B n B 1 2 
and (x )], [q (y )] e 入. 
B n D n 
1 2 
Let B = B I |B . Then B € (B(E) and x + y e E (n = 1，2,..-). 
1 ^ 2 n n o 
Furthermore, [q (x +y ) ] ^ [ q j x ) ] + [q^(y )] 
B n n B n B n 
s [q (X )] + [q。(y )]. B n B n 1 2 
As A is normal, [q (x +y )] € 入 . F i n a l l y ， f o r any x = [x ] € ； U E } , let B n n 
B e (B(E) such that [q (x )] € 入 . F i x V € UiE). There is p > 0 such that B n 
B c pV. So p ) ：^  q j x ) n = 1 , 2 , … . 
卜 ^ p V n B n 
That is, p„(x ) p q j x ) n = 1,2, • • •. V n B n 
Therefore [p„(x )] ：^  p[q (x )]. Thus [p、,(x )] € A and so x € M E ] . 
^ V n B n V n 
If X is consistent with <入 ,入父 >’ from (1.3) and 2 . 1 . 1 9 , we can improve 
(1.2) as 
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c X{E} c M E ] c [ ； ⑷ ; J ) ] c M E ) c 
The third inclusion holds because © ( 。 ” is coarser than n⑷ ,幻 on 
X[E]. 
Also by 2.1.19, it is natural to ask under what condition will A { E } = 
M E ] 。 T o answer this question, we make the following definition which 
is generalized from that of Pietsch in [9,p30]. 
Definition 2.1.20: A locally convex space E is said to have property 
(AB) if for every bounded subset B of 入 [ E ] there is B € (B(E) such that 
[q (x )] € 入 for each x = [x ] € B. 
B n n 
Suppose I is consistent with <入 ,入父〉 . W e can generalize Pietsch,s result 
in [9,1.5.6] as: 
Proposition 2.1.21: If E has property (入 B ) , then X{E> = X[E]. 
Proof: By 2.1.19, it suffices to show that M E ] c 入 { E } . Let x = [ x j € 
M E ] . Its associated sectional sequence { x{r<r): r = 1 , 2 , … > is 
bounded because for any A € d, V € UiE) and for each r = 1,2,•••， 
r 
兀 U = sup { S K^lp^(x^): < € A } 
‘, n=l 
00 
^ sup { Z IC lp„(x ): C € A } = 71 (X). 
n V n V A,V; 
n = l 
As E has property (入 B )’ there is B G (B(E) such that the sectional 
sequence associated with [q^Cx^)] is contained in 入 . S i n c e I is 
consistent with <；\,入x>’ [q (x )] is in A. So x € A{E}. 
D n 
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2.2 A duality theorem on <A(E),A(E)^> 
In this section we shall generalize the duality theorem for sequence 
spaces in section 1.2 to vector sequence spaces. In the sequel, 
is a locally convex space. Its topological dual E'= (E,(P)' equipped 
with |3(E'’E) is also a locally convex space. 
IN 
Definition 2.2.1: A set A(E) is called a vector sequence space in E if 
it is a vector subspace of E叫 for some locally convex space (E, (p). 
Definition 2.2.2: Let A(E) be a vector sequence space. The a-dual of 
A(E)’ denoted by A(E)x, is the set consisting of all a, = [a^] € (E,)叫 
satisfying: 
00 
Z |<x ,a'>| < ⑴ for all x = [x ] € A(E). 
n n n 
n = l 
Remarks： 
(i) The concept of a-dual of a vector sequence space was first 
introduced by Rosier [10] in which he defined the a-dual of M E ] . 
(ii) Clearly A(E)x is a vector subspace of ( E ,严 . H e n c e it is also a 
vector sequence space in (E,)沢.Further, A(E)x contains (E,)(叫）. 
(iii) For sequence spaces, the underlying set is always w. If the 
[N 
underlying set for a vector sequence A(E) is E , then the underlying 
set for A(E)x will be (E')叫.In the sequel, if no ambiguity arises, we 
shall not mention the underlying set. 
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Lemma 2.2.3: Let A(E) and /i(E) be vector sequence spaces. If A(E) c 
fxCE), then c A(E)^. 
‘ . • IT ⑶ 
Proposition 2.2.4: Let A(E) be a vector sequence space containing L . 
<A(E)’A(E)x> is a dual pair under the bilinear functional <•，•> defined 
by 
⑴ X 
<x,a'> = S <x ,a'> for any x € A(E) and a' € A ( E ) . 
n=i n n 
Proof: Clearly <•，•> is well-defined and bilinear. Suppose <x,a'> 二 0 
for all X e A(E). Let i be a positive integer. For any u € E, define x 
= [ X ] w h e r e x = u if n = i a n d x = 0 o t h e r w i s e , x € A ( E ) a n d h e n c e 
n n n 
<x，a,> = <u,a;> = 0. As i and u are arbitrary, a, = 0. Similarly we can 
prove that <x,a,> = 0 for all a' € implies x = 0. 
IN 
Let X € E . We define 
h(x) = { ax : a € ID }. 
The following definition of normality was generalized from that of 
Rosier in [10]. 
Definition 2.2.5: Let A(E) be a vector sequence space and A c A(E). A 
is said to be normal in A(E) (or a normal subset of A(E)) if h(x) P|A(E) 
c A whenever x € A. In particular, A is said to be normal if A is 
normal in E叫，that is, h(x) c A whenever x € A. 
Let A(E) be a vector sequence space and A c A(E). Clearly if A is 
normal then A is normal in A(E) but the converse is false in general. 
However, if A(E) is a normal vector sequence space, then a subset A of 
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ACE) is normal in A(E) if and only if A is normal. 
Lemma 2.2.6: 
IN 
(a) For any x € E , h(x) is normal. 
(b) Let A(E) be a vector sequence space. For any x € A(E), h(x) f|A(E) 
is normal in A(E). 
Proof: (a) Let y € h(x). Then y = ax for some a € ID. For any |3 € D, fSy 
=|3ax € h(x) as 13a € D. Thus h(y) c h(x). 
(b) Let y € h(x)f|A(E). From the proof of (a), we see that h(y)门八(£) c 
h(x) f|A(E) and the result follows. 
Lemma 2.2 7: Let A(E) be a vector sequence space containing E (⑷ . T h e n 
A(E)x is normal (in (E' 
Proof: Let a, = [a, ] e A(E)x. Fix a € ID. For any x = [x ] € A(E), 
n H 
00 00 CO 
Z |<x , a a ' > | = Z I a | | < x , a ' > | ^ S |<x , a ' > | < oo. 
n n n n n n n n 
n = l n = l n = l 
Hence oca' € A(E)^. Therefore M a ' ) c A(E)^. 
Example 2.2.8: 
(a) E叫 and E(叫）are vector sequence spaces. Further, (E叫）x= and 
= E^. Hence they are normal. 
(b) Let A be a normal sequence space containing (f>. M E ] ,入 ( E ) and 
are vector sequence spaces. They are normal. 
It can be easily proved that the intersection and union of a family of 
normal subsets of a vector sequence space A(E) are normal in A(E). This 
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leads to the following definition: 
Definition 2.2.9: Let A(E) be a vector sequence space and A c A(E). 
(a) The normal hull of A in A(E), denoted by h 八(丑）（八），is the 
intersection of all the normal subsets of A(E) containing A. 
(b) The normal kernel of A in A(E), denoted by k 八 ⑵ ⑷ ， i s the union 
of all the normal subsets of A(E) contained in A. 
Remarks: 
(i) Clearly h八(丘）（八）is the smallest normal subset of A(E) containing A 
and k …（ A ) is the largest normal subset of A(E) contained in A. 
AlEJ 
(ii) Let A(E) be a vector sequence space and A c A(E). In general 
k八 ( e ) ( A ) c a C h A ( E ) ( A ) . 
A is normal in A(E) if and only if 
W A ) … h 八 ( e ) ( A ) . 
IN 
(iii) A can also be viewed as a subset of E and so we can define the 
normal hull of A in E叫 and denote it by h ^(A). Similarly, we can 
Ej 
define the normal kernel of A in E^, denoted by k jj^(A). In general, 
E 
hA(E)(A) c h and k ^{A) c for any A c A(E). 
El E 
However if A(E) is normal then 
h八(e)(A) = h ^{A) and k^^^^CA) = k ^^(A) for any A c A(E). 
E E 
In this case, we shall simply call h 八 ⑵ ⑷ the normal hull of A and 





(a) For any x € E ， h jj^ ({x> ) = h(x). 
E 
(b) Let A(E) be a vector sequence space. For any x € A(E)’ 
hA(E)({x}) = h ( x ) n A ( E ) . 
Proof: (a) By 2.2.6(a), h c h(x). Let A be a normal subset of 
£ 
e"^ containing x. It follows from definition that h(x) c A. Hence 
h(x) c h ({x}). 
E 
(b) By 2.2.6(b), the result follows by similar argument as in (a). 
For any x € E沢，h(x) will be called the normal hull of x. 
Proposition 2.2.11: Let A(E) be a vector sequence space and A c A(E). 
(a) h八(e)(A) = U { h(x)r|A(E): x € A }. 
In particular, if A(E) is normal then 
h(A) = {j{ h(x): X € A }. 
(b) k八(e)(A) = { X e a： h(x) nA (E ) c A}. 
In particular, if A(E) is normal then 
k(A) = { X € A: h(x) c A }. 
Proof: (a) By 2.2.6(b), h 八 ⑵ ⑷ c [j{ h(x)f|A(E): x € A }. Conversely, 
fix X € A. As h •…（ A ) is normal in A(E) and contains x, h(x)门A(E) c 
A(Ej 
h八(e)(A). Hence \j{ h(x)flA(E): x e A > c h^^^^(A). (b) It follows from 
definition that k 八 ⑵ ⑷ c { x e A: h(x)门A(E) c A>. Let y g { x e A: 
h(x) r|A(E) c A}. By 2.2.6(b) h(y) []ME) c h八(已)(八).In particular y € 
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The following corollary characterizes the elements of the normal hull 
of a subset of a vector sequence space. 
Corollary 2.2.12: Let A(E) be a vector sequence space and A c A(E). For 
any x € A(E), x € h 八 ⑵ ⑷ if and only if there are a € D and y € A 
such that X = ay. 
Remarks: 
(i) The concept of the normal hull of subsets of a vector sequence 
space was first introduced by Rosier [10] in which he defined the 
normal hull of M E ] by the second equality in 2.2.11(a). 
(ii) Let A(E) be a vector sequence space and A c A(E). From 2.2.11(a), 
we have 
W A ) = h (A)门A(E). 
11* 
IN 
Proposition 2.2.13: Let A c E . If A is n o r m a l then its convex hull 
CO A and consequently its absolutely convex hull rA are normal. 
Proof: Let y € co A. There are u, v € A and p € [0,1] such that 
y = pu + (l-p)v. 
For any a € D, ay = p(au) + (1-p)(av). As A is normal, au,av € A. Hence 
ay € CO A. Therefore h(y) c co A. 
We should note that the convex hull a normal subset of a vector 
sequence space need not be normal in A(E). However, we do have the 
following： 
Corollary 2.2.14: Let A(E) be a normal vector sequence space and A c 
A(E). If A is normal (in A(E)) then co A and FA are normal subsets of 
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ACE). 
, 、 ^ . . ^(IN) 
Proposition 2.2.15: Let A(E) be a vector sequence space containing E . 
(a) For any a, € A(E)^, the polar, taken in A(E), of the normal hull 
M a ' ) of a ' is g i v e n b y 
00 
(h(a' ))° = { X € ACE): Z la <x ,a'>| 1 for all a € D }. 
n n n 
n = l 
X 
(b) For any x € A(E) such that h(x) c A(E), the polar, taken in A ( E ) , 
of the normal hull h(x) of x is given by 
00 
(h(x))。= { a' € A(E)x: Z |a <x ,a'>| ^ 1 for all a € ID }. 
n n n 
n = l 
Proof: The proof of (a) is similar to that of (b). So we only prove (b). 
00 
Let b' e { a' € A(E)^: Z |a <x ,a'>| ^ 1 for all a € ID }. For any a € 
n n n 
n = l 
00 
[D, ax € ACE) and |<ax,b'>| ^ Z |a <x ,b'>| ^ 1. So b' e (h(x))。. 
n n n 
n = l 
Conversely, let e (h(x))°. For any a g ID, we can find (3 : [/Sj g ID 
such that ||3 I = 1 and ^ <x ,b'> = |a <x , b'> I . So |3x € h(x) and thus 
n n n n n n n 
00 
1 > |<^x,b'>| = Z la <x ,b'>| . 
n n n 
n=l 
As a corollary of 2.2.15, we have: 
Corollary 2.2.16: Let A(E) be a vector sequence space containing E . 
(a) For any a' e A(E)x’ (h(a' is normal in A(E). Consequently, the 
polar of a normal subset B of A(E)^ is normal in A(E). 
(b) For any x e A(E) such that h(x) c A(E), (hCx))。is normal (in 
A(E)x). Consequently, for any A c A(E) such that A is normal in E叫，the 
polar of A is normal. In particular, if A(E) is normal then the polar 
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of a normal subset of A(E) is normal. 
Proof: We only prove part (b) as that of (a) is similar. Let b' € 
(h(x))o. Fix /3 € ID. For any a € D, 
00 00 
S la <x b'>| ^ S la <x ’ b'>| ^ 1. 
n n n n n n n 
n=l n=l 
Hence |3b' € (h(x))°. Therefore (h(x))° is normal. As A is normal in E*^, 
A = L H h(x): X € A } c ACE). 
A。 : ( U ^ h(x): X € A } ) 。 = 门 { (h(x)广：X € A >. 
The result then follows. 
Lemma 2.2.17: Let A(E) be a vector sequence space and A c A(E). 
h c A(E) if and only if h (A) = h (A). Consequently if A is a 
gIN 从 [u、 
normal subset of A(E), then A is normal in E*^ if and only if h ^^(A) c 
A(E). 
Proof: Sufficiency. Obvious. Necessity, This follows from the remark 
(ii) after 2.2.12. 
The following result is a generalization of the duality theorem for 
sequence space in 1.2 to vector sequence spaces. 
Theorem 2.2.18: Let A(E) be a vector sequence space containing E . 
(a) Let B c A(E)x be such that k 八 i s normal in E*^. Then 
(h(B))。 二 kA(E)(B。）. 
In particular, if A(E) is normal then 
(h(B))。 = k(B。）. for any B c A(E)^ 
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(b) Let A c A(E) be such that h ^ U ) c A(E). Then 
E 
(hA(E)(A))° = k(A。）. 
In particular, if A(E) is normal then 
( h ( A )广 = k ( A。） . f o r a n y A c A ( E ) . 
Proof: (a) For any B c A(E)x, B c h(B) implies (h(B)广 c b\ Together 
with 2.2.16(a), we have ( h ( B ) )。 c 1^ 八（[)(8。）. Conversely, let x € 
kA(E)(BO). By assumption, h(x) c k八⑵⑷。）c B。. Fix a' € B. For any a 
€ D , w e c a n f i n d = ] € ID s u c h t h a t I = |a I a n d < x a二〉 = 
n o rx n n 
la <x ,a'>|. px € h(x) c . So 
n n n 
00 
1 ^ |<|3x,a'>| = S |a <x ,a'>| . 
n n n 
n = l 
By 2.2.15(a), x G (h(a'))°. As a' is arbitrary, 
X € 门 { (h(a'))°: a' € B } = ( h(a'): a' e B = (h(B))。. 
(b) A c hA(E)(A) implies (乜八([)(八））。c A。， Together with 2.2.17 and 
2.2.16(b) we have 
(h八(e)(A))。 C k(A。）. 
Conversely, let a' € k(A°). By 2.2.11(b), h(a' ) c a\ Fix x € A. By 
assumption, h(x) c h ^^(A) c A(E). For any a € D, we can find = € 
E 
ID such that | = |a | and <x ,a'> = |a <x ,a'>| . Then 昨 ' € h(a' ) c 
n n n n n n n n 
A。. Hence 
00 
1 2： |<x,^a'>| = Z |a <x ,a'>| . 
n n n 
n = l 
By 2.2.15(b), a' € ((h(x))°. As x is arbitrary, 
a ' € 门 { (h(x))。： X € A > = ( [ j { h ( x ) : x e A } )° = (h 
E 
= ( 、 ( e ) ( a ) ) 。 . 
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Proposition 2.2.19: Let A(E) be a vector sequence space containing E…)• 
(a) Let B c A(E)^. 
(i) c (k(B)广. 




(b) Let A c A(E). 
IN 
(i) If k“p、（A) is normal in E then 
ACEJ 
f(h(A°)) c 
(ii) If A is (r(A(E) ,A(E)^)-closed, absolutely convex and 让八⑵（ A ) 
[N 
is normal in E then 
(k八(e)(A))° = f(h(A。））. 
(Note: The bar represents (r( A(E), A(E)^)-closure.) 
Proof: 
(a) (i) k(B) c B implies c ( k ( B )广 Together with 2.2.16(a), 
h“r、（B°) c (k(B))°. Hence c (k(B))°. 
A(E) M E j 
(ii) By 2.2.18(b) and bipolar theorem, 
f(h八(e)(B。）） = (hA(E)(B。））。。 = (k(B。。））。 = (k(B))。. 
(b) (i) kA(E)(A) c A implies a \ Together with 2.2.16(b), 
h(A。）c (kA(£)(A))。. Hence, f(h(A。））c ( 乂 八 ( [ ) ( 六 ） 广 . 
(ii) We first note that k八⑵“八丫） = k八 ( [ ) ( ,。 ) = k八⑵ ( A ) . By 
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2.2.18(a) and bipolar theorem, 
f(h(A。）） = (h(A°))°。 = (kA(E)(A。°))。 = (kA(E)(A)广. 
The following result is immediate： 
Corollary 2.2.20: Let A(E) be a normal vector sequence space containing 
E . 
(a) For any <r(A(E)^,A(E))-closed absolutely convex subset B of A(E)x， 
(k(B))° = f(h(B°)). 
(b) For any cr(A(E),A(E)^)-closed absolutely convex subset A of A(E)x, 
(k(A))° = f(h(A°)). 
Corollary 2.2.21: Let A(E) be a vector sequence space containing E(时). 
(a) Let B c A(E)^. 
o [N 
(i) If k…、（B ) is normal in E then 
A(EJ 
f(h(B)) = 
(ii) If B is (r(A(E)x, A(E) )-closed, absolutely convex and h c 
Hj 
ACE) then 
f(k(B)) = k(B). 
Consequently, k(B) is (r(A(E)x’A(E))_closed and absolutely convex. 
(b) Let A c ACE). 
(i) If h >JA。°) c A(E) then 
E叫 
尸 ( h A ( E ) ( A ) ) = 严 
(ii) If A is (r(A(E)’A(E)x)-closed, absolutely convex and h 八 ⑵ ⑷ is 
IN 
normal in E then 
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Consequently, k 八 ⑵ ⑷ is cr(A(E), A(E)x)一closed and absolutely convex. 
Proof: (a) (i) f(h(B)) = (h(B))。。= (1^八([)(8。））。= f(h(B。。））. （ii) 
f ( k ( B ) ) = ( k ( B ) )。。 = ( H h 八 ( e ) ( B ) ) )。 = (hA(E)(B。））。= k(B。。）= k ( B ) . 
(b) The proof is similar to (a). 
Remark: 
Let ACE) be a normal vector sequence space containing E⑷).It follows 
immediately from 2.2.21 (a)(ii) and (b)(ii) that if A (resp. B) is 
(r(A(E) ’ A(E)x)-closed (resp. <r( A(E)x, A(E) )_closed), absolutely convex 
subset of A(E) (resp. of A(E)x) then so is k(A) (resp. k(B)). It can 
also be obtained from the following: 
Corollary 2.2.22: Let A(E) be a vector sequence space containing E(⑷. 
(a) Let B be a <r(A(E)，A(E))-closed absolutely convex subset of A ( E ) . 
(i) If h |^(B。）c ACE) then 
Ej 
(hA(E)(B。））° = k ( B ) . 
o IN 
(ii) If k“r、（B ) is normal in E then 
ACEJ 
( k八 ( e ) ( b O ) )° = f ( h ( B ) ) . 
(b) Let A be a <r(A(E),A(E)x)-closed absolutely convex subset of A(E). 
(N 
(i) If k"p、（A) is normal in E then 
ALE) 
(h(A。）广= 





(a) (i) By 2.2.18(b). 
(ii) By 2.2.19(b)(ii) and 2.2.21(a)(i). 
(b) (i) By 2.2.18(a). 
(ii) By 2,2.19(a)(ii) and 2.2.21(b)(i). 
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2.3 The topological duals of «^)]’ ”) and 
In this section, we shall, first of all, discuss the characterization 
of the topological dual of [ 入 [ E ] , ! ! ( " ) ] ’ denoted by [ M E ] , 乏）],， 
due to Rosier in [10] and that of (A(E),e^), denoted by M E ) ' ’ due to 
Wong in [14]. Then we investigate a relationship between the 
topological duals of [入 [ E ] , ) ] and [ 入 , ；^)]. 
IN 
Let ^ = [C ] € 0) and x = [x ] € E . We define 
n n 
C x = [ C X ] € E . 
n n 
We also define the i-th embedding map J.:E — > E⑷）（ i = 1,2, • • •) 
by 
J (u) = where ^ ⑴ is the Kronecker delta, 
i n n 
for any u g E. Clearly J. is linear. 
Recall that [ 入 [ E ] ， n ( p ” ] is a closed subspace of ( 入 [ E ] , n ( p ” ） 
("IN") V 
containing E and M E ] , the a-dual of M E ] , is a vector subspace of 
( E 〒 . 
Lemma 2.3.1: (Rosier [10,4.(2)]) For any x € M E ] and C G C 。 ， ^ X € 
[ M E ] , N ⑷ ， I ) ] . 
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Lemma 2.3.2: (Rosier [10,4.(3)]) For every continuous linear functional 
F on [ M E ] , n ( p I)], there is a unique a, = [ a H € 入 [ E , such that 
00 
<x,F> = <x,a'> = Z <x ,a'> for every x € [入 [ E ] , n ( p ”]. 
n = i ^ ^ ， 〜 
C o n s e q u e n t l y , [ M E ] , I T⑷ ” ] ' c 入 [ E ] x . 
Lemma 2.3.3: (Rosier [10,4. (4)]) If a' = [a'] € A[E]^ is a continuous 
n 
linear functional on 了）]', then there exist V € ^(E) and p 二 
[p ] > 0 such that a, € E'o for each n = 1,2, • • • . Further [q o(a, )] e 
n n V V n 
； 
We have the following characterization of [ 入 [ E ] , n ⑷ ” ] ' . 
Theorem 2.3.4: (Rosier [10,4.(5)]) The topological dual [入 [ E ] ’ ！！⑷’乏）]' 
[N 
of [;v[E],n(p ”] is the vector subspace of (E, ) consisting of all a ' = 
[a'] which can be expressed as a' = where ^ e \ and u' = [u'] is 
n n 
an equicontinuous sequence in E'’ that is, { u^: n = 1,2, • • • } is an 
equicontinuous subset of E'. 
Proof: Let F € [ M E ] ， n ( 炉 B y 2.3.2, there is a' € such that 
<x,F> = <x,a'> for all x e U [ E ] , ) ]. Let V e UiE) be the set 
as determined by 2.3.3. We define ^ = [i； ] e X^ and = [u' ] by 
n n C = q、,o(a') and u' = ^ ^ a' (ii' = 0 if q„o(a' ) = 0 ) . 、n V n n q„o(.a J n n V n 
V n 
Clearly a, = and [u'] c V。. Conversely for any < € 入父 and 
n 
equi continuous sequence u = [u'] in E', there are A € d and V € U{E) 
n 
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such that C € A and [ u H c V°. Fix x = [ x j € [ M E ] ’ 乏 ） ] . F o r each 
n = 1,2’•••’ 
u' € implies | <x ,u'>| p (x ). 
n n n v n 
So 
| < X , C U ' > | = I “ 产 丨 ^ ^ l 、 < V U ? l 
n = l n = l 
00 
^ S IC Ip (x ) ^ 71 V、（X). 
n V n (A, V) 
n = l 
Hence is a continuous linear functional on [ M E ] , IT⑷ 了）]. 
Proposition 2.3.5: (Rosier [10,4.(6)]) The sets of the form 
{ au': a = [a ] e A, u' = [u'] c }, 
n n 
where A € d and V € U{E), is a fundamental system of equicontinuous 
subsets of [ M E ] , n ( p ”] 
By 2.1.8, it is immediate to have the following result: 
Corollary 2.3.6: (Wong [14]) Suppose I is consistent with <入，入 > . T h e 
topological dual 入 [ E ] ' of (入 [ E ] , n ( p ” ） i s given by 
M E ] ' = { ail': a € 入父 a n d u ' = [u'] is a n 
n 
equicontinuous sequence in E' > 
Recall that e 。 = e … … w h e r e I = <r We shall discuss the 
(r l(r, X J K 
topological dual of (入 ( E ) , e p ) . 
Firstly, we note that D is compact and V° is ciE, E' )-compact. Hence 
DxV° is a compact Hausdorff space. 
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Given TJ = [T? ] € and V € ^^E), for each x = [x ] € M E ) ’ we can 
n n 
o 
define a linear map g^ on DxV by 
00 
g ( a ’ u , ) = Z T) a <x , u ' > ( 3 . 1) 
X n n n 
n=l 
for any a € D and u' e v \ Clearly the right side of (3. 1) converges 
and so g is well-defined. Furthermore, we have: 
X 
Lemma 2.3.7: (Wong [14,pl28]) For each x = [x ] G M E ) , g is 
n X 
o 
continuous on IDxV and 
I |g I I = e ( X ) . (3.2) 
I | 〜 | I (T)’V) 
O 
where 丨卜 I I is the sup norm on C(IDxV ). 
From 2.3.7, we see that given t) € X^ and V e , we can define a 
continuous linear map i//:(入(E)，ey — > C(lDxV〜I I • M ) by 
\p(x) = g for any x € M E ) . 
00 
That is, i//(x)(a,u') = Z t) a <x ,u'> for any a € iD, e 
n n n 
n=l 
By (3.2), we have I li/f(x) j | = 
Lemma 2.3.8: (Wong [14,pl30]) For any continuous linear functional on 
(X(E), e^), there exist an t) € 入父’ a <r(E', E)-closed equicontinuous 
subset B of E' and a positive regular Borel measure jLi on B such that 
|<J u,f>| ：^  <u,u'>|djLi(u') 
n Jg n 
for any u e E and n = 1,2,•••. 
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To characterize the topological dual of ( 入 ( E h e ^ we need the 
following definition which is due to Grothendieck and is quoted from 
Wong [14,p67]: 
Definition 2.3.9: A subset M' of E' is said to be prenuclear if there 
exist a <r(E', E)-closed equicontinuous subset B of E' and a positive 
regular Borel measure /i on B such that 
« 
|<u,m'>| ^ |<u’u'>|d/i(u') 
J b 
for any u € E and m' € M'. 
Theorem 2.3.10: (Wong [14,pl31]) The topological dual 入 ( E ) ' of 
(X(E),Gp) is given by 
M E ) ' = { € (E'严：T) € a n d u ' = [u' ] is 
n 
a prenuclear sequence in }. 
Under the bilinear map defined by 
00 
<X ,7 )U '> = S 7? <X , U ' > 
n n n 
n = l 
for any x = [x ] € X(E), t) = [t) ] € 入 and prenuclear sequence u ' = 
n n 
[u'] in E', <入（£)，入（E)'> is a dual pair. 
n 
Proof: Let f € X(E)' . By 2.3.8, there are 刀 € 入^’ v € U(E] and a 
O 
positive regular Borel measure ji on V such that 
丨 <Ju’f>| “ 丨7) <ii’u'>|d_') n = l ’ 2 , … . (3.3) 
n J y O n 
Fix n € [N. Define on E by 
n 
<U,V Ii'> = <J u,f> (u' = 0 if 7) = 0). (3.4) 
n n n n n 
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Clearly u' is a linear functional on E. As f is e炉-continuous, there 
are ？ € 入乂 and U € UiE) such that for any u € E, 
丨 丨 : 丨 H M 〉 丨 ^、5’U)(JnU) 
= s u p { I > I : w' € U° } 
= s u p { |<U,W'>|: W' € U。 } 
= l、 I . P u ( u ) . 
Hence u, € E,. Let u, = [u']. It follows from (3.3) and (3.4) that for 
n n 
each n € [N and u e E, 
|<U,7)U'>| ：^  丨7) <U’W'>|d|l(wZ ). 
n n J yO n 
So u, is a prenuclear sequence in E, . Finally, let x = [ x j € M E ) . For 
any positive integer k, 
k 
<x(:£k),f> = I： <x ’T7 u,> = <x(:2k),7)u'>. 
n n n 
n=l 
So <x,f> = <lim x(:sk),f> = lim <x(^k),f> 
k k 
k 00 
= l i m S <x，T7 u'> = Z <x ,T) u'> = <x,i7u'>. 
n n n n n n 
k n=l n=l 
Therefore f = 7)u, . Conversely, let 刀 € 入 and u, = [ u M be a prenuclear 
sequence in E'. We claim that the bilinear functional 
00 
<X,T)U'> = Z 7J <X ,U'> 
n n n 
n=l 
is e^-continuous on M E ) . Indeed, let V G UiE) and be a positive 
O 
regular Borel measure on V such that 
% 
|<x ,u'>| ^ |<x , w'>|dfi(w' ) for any n € [N. 
n n JyO n 
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Thus by a result in [11,p22], we have 
00 00 
S IT? <x ,u'>| S Z |T) <x ,w'>|dji(w') 
n n n J n n 
n=l V n=l 
00 o 
< fx(v。）.siip { Z : w' € V } 
n=l n 
Therefore the result follows. 
Finally, we shall discuss a relationship between the topological duals 
of [入 w(E)，®((p Y)] and [入 [ E ] ’ 玄 ） ] . W e shall assume that X is 
c o n s i s t e n t w i t h 〈入，入父〉 . i n t h i s c a s e , [入 [ E ] ,卞） ] ' = (入 [ E ]， n (炉’芝）） ' = 
M E ] ' by 2.1.8. 
Lemma 2.3.11: For any x € and C e c^, Cx € [ 入 ^ ⑵ ’ © ( 口 ） ] . 
Proof: Let x = [ x j € 幻 ] a n d C = [ 〜 ] ^ c。. Given 6 > 0, A 
€ d and V € n(E), < G c^ implies that there is a positive integer i 
such that, for any J ^ i, 
( S 3 if 切 U ， v ) ( x ) = 0 ) 
(A J V) 
For each J ^ i and q = 1,2,•••, 
J+q o , 
sup { Z Iv ^ <x ,f> I： 1) € A and f e V } 
n=j+i n n 
s j+q o 
< ——^-R-T (sup { 5： \t} <X ,f>|: T) € A a n d f G V }). 




“ o , 
sup { 2：丨 7/ C <x ’ f > I ： 刀 € A and f € V } 
n n n 
n= j+1 
00 
< ——{ Z |7j <x ,f>|: T) e A and f € V。 } ) . 
TOO Cxj n n 
(A,V) n = j + l 
That is, TO“ i^x-i^xi^j)) ^ d for j ^ i. 
\ A J V y 
The result then follows. 
Lemma 2.3.12: For every continuous linear functional F on 
[ 入 （ E ) ， © … ^ J , there is a unique a, = [a, ] € A (E)^ such that 
W I(r, IJ n w 
00 
F(x) = <x,a'> for every x € [ A^(E), ^^ ]. 
C o n s e q u e n t l y , [入讨⑵ ,邸⑷” ] ' c 〜 ⑵ 父 . 
Proof: For each n = 1,2,•••, we define a linear functional a二 on E by 
<u,a'> = F(J (u)) for any u e E. 
n n 
Clearly a' is linear. Continuity of F implies that there are A € d and 
n 
V € U{E) such that 
|F(x) I s 切 ( A v ) ( x ) for any X € , ®((p’ ；^)]. 
On the other hand, A is (7(入父,入)-bounded and therefore coordinatewise 
bounded. So there is p > 0 such that 
n 
sup { I 刀 I: 
n n 
Since J^(u) € E(⑷ c 〜 ⑵ ’ © ⑷ ” ] , 
!<u,a'>| 二 |F(J (u)) I ^ 们（j ( u ) ) 
n n (A，V) n 
= s u p { I 刀 <u，f > I : in € A and f € } 
n 
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< p (sup { |<U,f>| ： f € V。 } ) = p .p (u). 
n n V 
Hence a' e E'. Let a, = [a']. For each positive integer r, 
n n 
00 
F{x{r<r)) = S <x ,a,> = <x(:^r),a'>. 
n n 
n = l 
Therefore 
00 
F(x) = F d i m x(:£r)) = lim F(x(:£r)) = lim Z <x ’ a'> 
r r r n n 
n = l 
= < x , a ' > . 
To show that a' € A (E)^, let x = [x ] € 入 „ ( E ) . It is required to show 
W n W 
00 
that S |<x，a,>| < CO. By 1.4.7, it suffices to show that for any C = 
n n 
n = l 
00 
[r ] € c , Z IS <x ,a'>| < CO. Indeed, given < = ] e c , we can find 
n 0 n n n n u 
n = l 
a = [a ] € ID such that 
n 
|a I = 1 a n d a < < x， a ' > = |< < x , a ' > 丨. 
n n n n n n n n 
As is normal, ax e By 2.3.11, ^ocx € [ \ ( E ) , ®((p’ ；^；) ]. We 
have 
CO 00 00 
Z IC < X , a ' > | = Z a C < x , a ' > = 5： < a C x , a ' > = F ( a C x ) < oo. 
•、n n n n n n n n n n n 
n = l n = l n = l 
Lemma 2.3.13: If a, = [a, ] € 入 ( E ) ^ is a continuous linear functional 
n W 
on [入w(E)，©(炉 ” ] , t h e n there exists V € %{£) such that 
a' € E'o for each n = 1 , 2 ,… . 
n V 
Further, [q,,o(a' ) ] € A . 
V n 
Proof: By continuity of a', there are A e d and V € U{E) such that 
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| < x , a ' > | ^ XD ( X ) f o r a n y x = [ x ^ ] G 芝）]. 
\ A J V J , 
Referring to the proof of 2.3.12, for each n = 1,2, • • •, there is, 
p > 0 such that 
n 
|<u,a'>| = |<J (u),a'>| ^ p 'P (u) for any u € E. 
n n n V 
Hence a' € p To see that [q„o(a' )] € X^, let < € 入 . A s V is 
n n V n 
circled, it follows from (1.1) that there is y^ € V such that 
q,,o(C a') ^ y ,a'> + n = 1,2’ .... （3.5) 
V n n n n n 
Let y = [ y j . For each positive integer r, € [ 入 ’ ]. So 
<<y(计）’a'> = S ^ ^ ^八’乂） (计）） 
n=l 
^ o 、 
= s u p { z 1 < C y , f > I ： T) € A and f e V > 
n n n 
n=l 
F o 、 
= s u p { Z I 刀 < <y , f > I : T7 € A and f € V } 
n n n 
n=l 
r 
^ sup { Z |T7 C 1:刀 € A } S 
n n (A) 
n=l 
From (3.5)， 
r r r 
Z q、,o(< a') ^ Z << y，a'> + Z 2"'' 
V n n n n n ^ 
n=l n=l n=l 
< P ( A ) ( 。 + 1. 
As r is arbitrary, 
“ n I V K ) ” ( A ) ⑷ + 1. 
n=l 
Therefore, [q,,o(a' ) ] € 
V n 
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Proposition 2 . 3 . 1 4 ： Each element a' = [a:] of the topological dual 
[ 入 o f [ ； J ) ] can be expressed as a ' = 《 u ' where C 
€ 入 X and 11' = [u, ] is an e q u i continuous sequence in E'. 
n 
Consequently, [ A^(E), ^^ ]' c M E ] ' . 
Proof: Let a' = 幻 ] ' . L e t V € UiE) be the set determined by 
2.3.13. We define C = U 1 € and u' = [u,] by 
n ^ 
C = q、,o(a') and u' = “ ！,, . a' (u' = 0 if q„o(a') = 0). 
^ n ^ V n n q „ o ( a ) n n V n 
V n 
Then a' = and the result follows. 
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2.4 Fundamentally 入 - b o u n d e d spaces 
X 
In this section, A is a perfect sequence space. A will always carry 
the strong topology |3(入父,入）.(B(X) is a fundamental system of bounded 
sets of X consisting of normal and absolutely convex subsets of A. 
Similarly the topological dual E' of (E,^^) will carry the strong 
topology /3(E, ,E) and (B(E) is a fundamental system of bounded sets 
consisting of closed absolutely convex subsets of E. 
We note that ] is a subspace of (E,严 consisting of all a, = [a:] 
€ (E,)沢 such that [p^o(a' )] € 入父 for every B € (B(E). 
D n 
Lemma 2.4.1: (Rosier [10,4. (1)]) For any a' = [a二] € and B € 
(B(E), [p^o(a')] € That is, M E p c xX[E']. 
D n 
Together with 2.3.2, we have 
[ M E ] ’ n ( A ^ r c M E ] x c (4.1) 
To investigate the conditions for equality to hold in (4.1)， Rosier 
introduced the concept of fundamentally 入 - b o u n d e d spaces as we shall 
define. To begin with, we have 
Definition 2.4.2: (Rosier [10,5]) Let R € (B(入）and B e (B(E). We define 
[R’B] = { X = [x ] € M E ] : X e E for each n = 1 , 2 , … a n d 
n n B 
[q ( X )] € R }. 
B n 
Lemma 2.4.3: (Rosier [ 10，5. (1)&(2) ]) Let R’ R' € (B(A) and B，B' € (B(E). 
(a) [R，B] is a bounded normal subset of M E ] . 
(b) If R c R' and B c B', then [R,,B] c [R'’B']. 
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Definition 2.4.4:(Rosier [10,5]) E is said to be fundamentally 入 -
bounded if 
{ [R’B]: R € (B(X) and B € ©(E) } 
is a fundamental system of bounded sets for (入[E],n ⑷,幻）. 
Clearly if E is fundamentally 入 - b o u n d e d then E has property U B ) (see 
2.1.20). So we can improve Hosier's result in [10,5.(3)] as: 
Proposition 2.4.5: If E has property U B ) , then 
入 [ E ] x = 
Proof: Let a' = [a'] € For any x = [x ] € M E ] , there is B e 
n n 
(B(E) such that [q (x )] € 入 . S i n c e [p o(a' )] € we have 
B n B n 
00 00 
Z | < x , a ' > | ：^ Z q ( X ) p o ( a ' ) < oo. 
n n B n B n 
n=l n=l 
Thus a, e 入 [ E ] x . From (4.1) the result follows. 
Recall that a locally convex space is c-infrabarrelled if every 
countable strongly bounded subset of E' is equicontinuous. 
Again, part (a) of the following proposition is generalization of the 
result due to Rosier in [10,5.(4)(a)]. 
Proposition 2.4.6: Let E be a cr-infrabarrelied space. 
(a) If E' has property (入 X B ) , then 
[ M E ] ’ N ( A I ) ] ' = 
(b) (Rosier [10,5.(4)(a)]) If moreover E is fundamentally 入 - b o u n d e d 
t h e n t h e s t r o n g d u a l o f [ M E ] , IT⑷ ” ] i s ( 入 [ 三 ' ] , 订 ( | 3 ( 入 x 入 ） 玲 ( 丑 ’ £ ) ) ) . 
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Proof: (a) It suffices to show that ] c [入[E] ’ II ⑷’幻 ] ' . L e t a ' = 
[a/] € 入 ] . By assumption there is an absolutely convex bounded set 
n 
D in E' such that a' € E' and [q (a/)] € Let u' = [u二] where 
n D D n “ 
11' = — 1 - t t a' (11' = 0 if q^(a') = 0). 
n q ( a ) n n D n 
D n 
Clearly u' c D. As E is <r-infrabarrelled, u' is an equi continuous 
sequence and so a' = is in [入 [ E ]， n ( p’ 乏）]'. 
(b) The family 
{ [R’B]门[入[E],n ⑷ R e (BU) and B € (B(E) } 
is a fundamental system of bounded set for [ M E ] ’ n ⑷ 幻 ] . S o the strong 
topology on [ME]’n(妒 ” ] , i s generated by the family of semi norms 
{ p ： R € (BU) and B € (B(E) } 
where 
00 
p (a二）= sup { Z |<Xn’a二>1: x^ € [R, B ]门 [ M E ] , n ⑷ , 幻 ] } . (4.2) 
， n=l 
On the other hand, n ( 灿 x 入 ） 卵 ， 已 ) ） i s generated by the family of 
seminorms 
{ n o : R € (B(A) a n d B € (B(E) } 
(R,B ) 
00 
where rr o (a') = sup { S Ip o(a'): < = ] e R }• (4.3) 
(R，B ) n B n n 
n=l 
It suffices to show that the two seminorms defined by (4.2) and (4.3) 
coincide for each R € (B(X) and B € (B(E). 
P[R’B](a： )^ Z l<x^,a;>|: x。e [R’ B]门[入[E] ’ IT ⑷’芝）]} 
， n=l 
00 
< sup { 2： qB(Xn)PBO(a二）： Xn € [R’ B ]门 [ M E ] , 1 1 (仏幻 ] } 
n=l n n 
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00 
^ sup { Z K Ip o(a')： ^ € R } 
n B n 
n = l 
= o (a'). 
( R , B ) n 
Conversely let a' € ]. Given any e > 0, from (4.3) we see that 
there exists < € R such that 
00 
71 o、（a ' ) ^ 5： K I p o ( a ' ) + e . ( 4 . 4 ) 
( R , B ) 、 n B n 
n = l 
Furthermore, for each n = 1,2, • • •, by definition of Pgo(a^) there 
exists y € B such that 
n 
p o(a') ^ |<y ,a'>| + — ( 4 . 5 ) 
B n n n ^ 丨 < | 
n 
If a' = 0 or C = 0 , let y be any element of B. Let z = C Y ^ E . 
n n n n n n tj 
Then z = [z ] e [R’B] because q (z ) ：^  I for each n = 1 , 2 , … a n d C 
n B n n 
€ R. By 2.4.3, az € [R,B] for any a € ID. So 
00 
71 O (a') ^ S IC Ip o(a') + e (by (4.4)) 
( R , B ) n n ^ B n 
n = l 
00 00 
< Z IC <y ,a'>| +2： — + c (by (4.5)) 
n n n n = l „ n 
n = l 2 
00 
= 2 |<z ,a'>| + 2e 
n n 
n = l 
00 
= s u p { Z <z ,a'>|: ^ = [y ] e c fjD } + 2e 
n n n n 0 
n = l 
00 
= s u p { Z I I ： If = [ y j c 〜门旧 } + 
n = l 
00 
^ sup { Z |<Xn,a^>| : Xn G [ R ， B ] 门 [ M E ] , ! ! ( 仏 幻 ] } + 2e 
n=l H ,〜 
= p (a') + 2e. 
The result then follows. 
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As for the case of A (E), we first note that: 
w 
Proposition 2.4.7: Let a' = [ a M € For any b" € E"= 
(E',則 E',E))'’ [<a',b">] € AX. That is XJE)"" c A^(E'). 
n W W 
Proof: Let < = [ < ] € A. b" € E" implies that there is B € (B(E) such 
n 
t h a t | < a ' , b " > | p o ( a ' ) n = 1 , 2 , • • 
n B n 
00 00 
Hence 2 |<<a',b">| s I：JC Ip o(a'). 
n n n = l n B n 
n=l 
The right side of the above inequality converges because 
A (E)x c M E ] x c 入 
w 
For each n = 1 , 2 ,…， t h e r e is y € B such that 
n 
IC IP o ( a ' ) = p o ( C a ' ) ^ | < y a ' > | + — . 
n B n B n n n n n ^ 
For any f € E', there is V € U{E) such that 
l <C y , f > l ^ y ) n = 1 , 2 , . . . . 
n n V n n 
Clearly y = [y ] is a bounded sequence in E. There is p > 0 such that 
n 
p (y ) < p n = 1,2,•••. 
V n 
H e n c e [ I << y , f > I ] ^ [ p j C y )] = [ K lp^(y )] 
n n V n n n V n 
^ [ic Ip] = I PCI-
n 
As 入 is normal and p^ € X, e 入 . S o [^^y^l e 入 w ( E ) . Therefore 
00 00 00 
Z K < a /’b " > | ：£ Z K Ip o ( a ' ) < S | < C y , a ' > | + 1 < oo. 
n n n B n n n n 
n=l n=l n=l 
As ^ is arbitrary, [<a',b">] e X . 
n 
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From 2.3.12 and 2.4.7, we have 
[入w(E)’®((P，X)]' (4.6) 
However it seems that neither the concept of property (入B) nor that of 
fundamentally 入 - b o u n d e d n e s s can help to give sufficient conditions so 
that equalities can hold in (4.6). Perhaps the difficulty is due to the 
fact that any attempt to prove the equality will involve elements in E" 
but neither the concept of property U B ) nor that of fundamentally 
X-boundedness can handle this. It is believed that a generalization of 
these concepts or an introduction of new concepts is required. 
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